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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to examine focus on form in cognitive processing terms
by postulating plausible, psychologically real, cognitive correlates for a range of L2
learning processes that have become prevalent in the instructed second language
acquisition (SLA) literature. Progress in adult SLA is thought often to depend crucially
upon cognitive processes such as paying attention to features of target input' noticing
interlocutor reactions to interlanguage output' and making insightful comparisons
involving differences between input and output utterance details- To be effective' these
cognitive comparisons must be carried out under certain conditions of processing
meaning, forms, and function, i.e., conditions which promoteprocessingfor language
leurning. Whereas pedagogically oriented discussions of issues-such as noticing the
gap and L2 processing-abound, psycholinguistically motivated rationales for
pedagogical recommendations are still rare'
Focus on form is proposed as an instructional expedient for addressing pervasive'
systematic, remediable or persistent L2 learning problems (Long, 1991); for instance'
penasiveness and systematicity as evidenced in emerged L2 developmental elrors,
persistence as evidenced in the less-than-targetlike production of advanced immersion
learners (Doughty & williams, 1998b; Long, 1991; Long & Robinson, 1998), and
remediability in the sense of not already fundamentally determined by immutable
acquisition processes (Long, l99l; Pienemann, 1989). Such pedagogical intervention is
claimed to be more effective and efficient than would be leaving leairners to their own
clevices to solve these L2 problems (Doughty & Williams, 1998c). Although, in general,
these focus-on-form recommendations make pedagogical sense and hre consistent overall
with findings of second language acquisition research, I believe thatlparticular focus-on-
form constructs, as expressed in pedagogical terms, are in need of greater scrutiny in
cognitive processing terms in order to ascertain the validity of the intuitive
lV..rsion, of this paJrr ur,re lnersrnted in the Cognitim and Sc'con<l l-anguage Slmgxium (Robert DeKeyser and Peter Robinson,
convcil)rs) at the idl'acsl.Rl ,;onlurenoe.'['til*o anrl submitred lor rerieu as a part of Robinson, l' (Ud,). Cognition and seconl
l(tng1ntgt: trtst,.t,ction. Canbndgc Applied l,inguistics Scncs. Cambridge: (lambridgc IInir'ersitv Press.
I lnivcrsit)' rf' H*t'ai 'i ll/orking Papers in flfl ', Vol l 8' No. I ' Fall 1 999' pp l -69'
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recommendations and to inform more specific decisions, such as determining when best to
"intrude" into the ordinary language processing by the L2 leamer.
The organization ofthe paper is as follows. First, four definitions offocus on form are
examined with a view to identifying the likely-to-be integral cognitive constructs, for
instance, cognitive microprocesses, such as working memory and noticing; cognitive
macroprocesses, such as input processing, output production; and cognitive resources
such as the long-term memory mental representation ofthe learner's developing
interlanguage (IL) knowledge. Next, a consideration oftwo schematic models (Figures I
& 2)---one of memory and one of speech processing-is undertaken to facilitate
discussion of determining the optimal points of intervention for focus on form.
Ttroughout the examination ofdefinitions and models, the cognitive correlates offocus
on form are identified-see underlined tenrs-and then cumulatively represented in
Figure 3. The discussion then tums briefly to a set of specific pedagogical
recomnrendations before finally taking up, in cogrritive terns, three firndamental issues
conceming the feasibility and timing of recommended focus-on-form interventions: t e
noticing issue, the interruption issue, and the timing issue.
L The noticing issue: Do learners have the cognitive resources to notice the gap
between their IL utterances and the TL utterances around them?
2. The interruption issue: Is a pedagogical intervention that does not interrupt the
leamer's own processing for language learning even possible?
3. The timing issrc: If so, then precisely '\vhen," in cognitive terms, should the
pedagogical intervention occur?
Pedagogical DeJinitions of Focus on Fom
Ofthe four definitions offocus on form cited below, the first is the original theoretical
construct, and the second is an operational definition derived from that construct:
l. "...focus on form...overtly draws students' attention to linguistic
elements as they arise incidentally in lessons whose overriding
focus is on meaning or communication." (Long, 1991, pp. 45-46)
2. "focus on form involves...an occasional shift in attention to
linguistic code features-by the teacher and/or one or more
students-triggered by perceived problems with comprehension or
production" (Long & RobinsorL 1998, p. 23).
From both the theoretical and the operational definitioq it is clear that the key cognitive
construct in focus on form is focus, or more specifically, selective attention (for further
discussiorl see Long & Robinson, 1998). In the second pedagogical definition, Long and
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Robinson (1998) suggest that any shift ofattention frorn meaning processing to forms
processing should be a briefresponse to problerns in on-line cornmunication similarly,
Lightbown (1998) and Doughty and williams (199gc) recomnrend firrther that the
pedagogical intervention should not interrupt language use, or, stated in cogritive terms,
that the teaching intervention should not interfere with the larger macroprocessing
involved in speech comprehension or production (Doughty & Williams, l99gb;
Lightbowq 1998).
The third and fourth definitions cited below have recently been proposed in order to
clarify the crucial difrerence between the more cognitively integrated microprocess, focus
on fonrL in comparison both with the more circumscribed microprocess known as focus
on forms, involving exolicit leaming (ofter1 in practicg time-consumirE metalinguistic
leaming)' and the more global macroprocess, focus on meaning, involving experiential
learnins. (see also Long, 1998) The phrax form-focused instrucnbn (see definition 3),
ever problematic in the literature, encorryasses 6oll focus on forms and focus on form
(Doughty & Williams, 1998b). As shown in definition 4, however, whereas focus on form
entails focus on fonns, the reverse cannot be true.
3. form-focused instruction is "any pedagogical effort which is used to draw the
learners' attention to language form either implicitly or explicitly. This can include
the direct teaching of language (e.g., through granrnatical rules) and/or reactions
to leamers' errors (e.g., corrective feedback)...The essential difference [between
form-focused instruction and focus on form]...is that Long's definitio n offocus on
form'rsrcs/lriclcd to meaning-based pedagogical events in which attention is drawn
to language as a perceived need arises rather than in predetermined ways." (Spada
1997, p.73)
4. 'Tocus on formS and focus on form are nof polar opposites in the way that 'form'
and 'meaning' have often been cornidered to be. Rather, a focus on form entails a
focus on formal elements of language, whereas focus on formS is limited to strch a
focus, and focus on rneaning excludes it. Most important, it should be kept itr
mind that the fundarnental assumption of focus-on-form insuuction is that meaning
and use must already be evident to the learner at the time that attention is drawn to
the linguistic apparatus needed to get the meaning across." (Doughty & Williams,
1998a p. 4).
Taken together, these four definitional proposals point to the importance ofwhat happens
uniquely in working memory during focus on forrn In other wordg the frctor that
consistently disinguishes focus on form from the other pedagogical approaches is the
requirernent that focus on form involves learners' briefly and perhaps simultaneously
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attending to fonru meaning, and use during one cognitive event. This kind ofjoittt
processing is claimed to frcilirtate the cognitive tuppplng among forms, nraning ard use
that is fundamental to language learning. It is the overall purpose of this paper to try to
exrmine the nature ofjoint processing in working memory and to specfy the kinds of
pedagogical interventions that potentially can frcilitate it'
Cognitive Correlates of the Components of Focns on Form
Memory and speech processing. It goes almost without saying that, to be
comprehended, produced and/or acquired, language must be cognitively processed.
However, the details of this are little understood and enormously comple><" involving
automatic, invariant processes as well as pfocesses that are attuned to the conditions (both
cognitive and social) under whichthe language input is being processed. Focus-on-form
procedures potentially can influence any of these processes, but probably will do so only if
the intervention conforms sufficiently with the nature of the language encoding rurderway
(where encoding refers to the transformation of linguistic information at one stage of
processing for use in the next) and will do so only if the intervention rnanages not to
disrupt or halt the fundamental and ongoing cognitive macroprocessing that comprises
comprehension and Production.2
To understand these issues further, it will be useful to examine two essential cognitive
constructs4emory and speech processing-though an exlraustive consideration of these
is well beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, some e4plication of the constructs as
represented in the two models shown in Figures I arf,z,taken in conjunction, is needed to
enable the identification of potentially optimal intervention points for focus on form during
particular cognitive processes or events. In different ways, both of these rnodels depict
the rnanner in which language input is encoded when going either fromthought to speech,
as in production, or from speech to understandingn d h conrprehension Together, the
models schematize the cognitive resources that are utilized along the way. Figure I
emphasizes the contribution of memory to tanguage processing (Cowaq 1996), and
Figure 2 provides considerable detail regardrng the nature ofthe language encoding that is
carried out at each stage ofprocessing (Levelt, 1993).
2 For example, when rhe leamer is encoding a message frr production, if dre teacher vere to int€rrupt tte l€arn€r's utterare with a
correctiorL tte uttorance encoding would lftely breakdown complet€ly at that point of int€rvention. On the other har4 if tte teacncr urcre
to provide an unobtrusive backchannel, any rrcw linguisic information could potentially be integratd to tb€ speoch plan in progress.
'I
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Figure I
Memory in Lorytnge hocesstng (adaptedfrom Covtvn, 1997)
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As can be seen in Figure l, working rnemo{v consists ofa perceptual store for initial
and rather automatic acoustic processing. once the input is encoded acoustically, it then
passes to the short-term memory store for further encnding. Rather than being in linear
alignment as in earlier models of memory and processing (e.g., Baddeley, 1986;
Broadbent, 1984), the cunent psycholinguistic conceptualization ofworking rnemory is
one ofa presently activated segnent of long-term memory (Cowaq 1988, 1993, 1997)'
In this conceptualizatiog the contribution to orocessing for laneuage learnins ofalready
stored knowledge can be accounted for, since new inforrnation encoding processes have
continual access to (activated) IL nFntal reDresentations from long-term memory'
Figure 2, which is Leveh's well known and generally accepted speech processing
model (Dell & O'Seahghda 1992;Levelt,1989, 1992), shows thal language can be
processed on an incoming basis (as in the cognitive macroprocesses involved in
comorehension for instance during listening and reading); and/or on an outgoing basis (as
in the cognitive macroprocesses in p!q(hE!iog, for instance during speaking and wdting).
Applying and modi$ing the two models to handle the case ofpIsggs$pC&da4&aeg
leamins. first on the incoming, comorehension basis, it can be s€en that langUage input is
encoded roughly in the following ways (and see the right side of Figure 2, working up
from the bottom):
1. Input moves from tlre environment into the perceptual store of working mernory
via acoustic phonetic encoding.
2. Acousically processed input moves into the slrort-term store via a little
understood process ofanalysis. The input in the short-term store is available for
use by comprehension and/or learning processes.
3. During comorehension, input is parsed via ohonological decodine (where decoding
refers essentially to encoding on an incoming basis), lexical selection and
grarnmatical decoding. During interlanguage develoornent, intemalization ofnew
input and mapping processes are continually underway. In Levelt's terms, new
lemmaf are being constructed in the IL lexicon.
4. Parsed speech is understood via processes that utilize discourse knowledge and
enqrclooedic knowledge as resources and speech plan monitoring to check for
success ofprocessing at earlier stages.
5. During IL development, ofline restructuring ofthe mental representation ofIL
knowledge is continually underway. New forms-meaning-function rnappings are
made, and existing ones are fine-tuned in accordance with the linguistic evidance in
3 Lsnmas at€ simitar to slbcategorization frrm€s for con$itu€nts in gpn€rativ€ grammdn drd to lexical eahi€s h lodcal-frnclftxul
grlmnra s.
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the input. As for orocessing for language leaming, on a trbment-to-moment basis,
cognitive comparisons ofinput, internal representatiom, and output can be made.
Sometimes these comparisons can result in new insights.
on the outgoing, production basis, speech is processed roughly in the following ways (see
the left side of Figure 2, moving fiom the top down, this time):
l. The conceptual content ofa speech act is pranned. concepts (ideas) are then
moved to the utteranc€ formulator via message generation involving encoding into
propositions.
2. Propositional rnessages are moved to the articulator via formulation, which
involves eramrnatical and then ohonological encodinq, resulting in an internal,
partially encoded speech plan.
3. Intemally formulated utterances are moved to the environrnent (i.e., .!roduced')
via ohonetic encoding and articulatory processes.
4. Simultaneously, the intemal speech plans are returned to the conceptualizer for
monitoring ofthe degree of sucress ofthe conceptuarizatqgtt formulation and
articulation ofthe message intent, in light ofthe relevant discourse and
encyclooedic knowledge of the speaker.
5. In preicessing for language leaming, a special kind of monitoring involving
cognitive comoarisors of the int€ntion, the input, and the ouput is sometimes
engaged in Such comparisons are made in the short-term rrernry storc.
It is irnportant to note that, while these nrodels ofnremory and speech processing are
repres€nted separately, any and all ofthese cognitive forces are or can be simultaneous in
operation during speech processing. crucially, the extent to which they interact beconrs
an irnportant issue to corsider in planning any pedagogical intervention
The processes and memory resources that are involved in processing language br
conrprehensioq for productioq and for leaming are grouped together in Figure 3 in
columns opposite their focus-on-form pedagogical counterparts. some ofthese cognitive
processes are the continual, more or less automatic macroprocesses ofinterlanguage
development, such as internalization of inout, maonine. anab/sis" and restructuring. others
are shorter-ternl sometimes monrentary, cognitive microprocesses, such as selective
attention, cognitive comoarisorL and focus on forrn The key question for focus-on-form
pedagogical intervention is whether the latter can have any significant effect on the forrner.
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Figure 3
The Cognitive CorrelAes of Foctts on Form
Focns-on-form conceP6 Cognitive correlrrtes
Focus
Focus on form OY learner)
Focus on forms
Noticing the gaP
Focus on meaning
Processing for language learning Qntake)
Language use
Language learning
Interlanguage development
lntolanguage knowledge
World knowledge
1. Micreprocessec
Selective attention, expectation, orientation
Simultaneous processing of forms, meaning, and
use in working memory
Explicit learning (often metalinguistic in practice)
Detection, cognitive comParison
2. Macroprocessee
Implicit (experiential) learning
Segme,ntation, acoustic, lenicosemantic, syntactic
e'ncoding; abstraction; monitoring; planning;
rehearsal; mernory search
Speech processing, i.e., production,
comprehension
Mapping among forms, meaning, and use
lnternalization of input, adalysis, restructuring
Resources
Mental represe,ntation in long-term mernory
Discourse and enryclopedic knowledge
"infusion," directing or athacting
(by teacher or another learner) atte'ntion
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Macroprocessing andfocus ontorm Taking the case ofcognitive macroprocessing
first, it is generally agreed among applied linguists that the defiult mode is processing for
meaning.+ Insofar as the rneaning is clear to the leamer, and the language forms that
encode the meaning have already been acquired, therL typicafln it is hypothesized" no
other processing mode is necessarys (VanPatte4 1989, 1990). When the language being
processed is beyond the learner's L2 ability, then orocessing for language learning is
possible. Processing for language learning has been discussed in a number of, by now,
familiar ways in the sLA literature. Three well-known examples are found in discussions
ofthe notions of intake for acquisition (corder, 1967), processing insruction (Varipatterl
I 995), and i + I input comprehension (IGasheA 1982).
In cognitive processing rnodels ofSl,d intake is defined as that portion oftlre
available input that is selectively attended to and extracted from the stream of speech for
further processing (Corder, 1967;Leow, 1993, Sharwood-Smittu 1985; Vanpatte4 1995).
Specifically, this extraction requires the segrnentation and selection from tle stream of
speech ofthose "bits" of language that are morpho-phonologically and/or semantically
salient. Among other cognitive operating principles proposed for first language
acquisitioq slobin (1985) defines an extraction operating prirrciple called op (Attention)
Sounds: Store any perceptually salient stretches of sp€ech. To accomplish this, learners
extract chunks that are larger than words at first (i.e., chunking), but eventually
component words and morphemes also becorne perceptually salient. At the word level
morphernes located in word-final position are perceptually most salient to leamers,
followed by stressed morphernes, and ftrally, preposed morphemes (Slobia t 985).
Hardest to perceive and, therefore, not likely to readily become intake are bound,
contracted, unstressed asyllabic, and allophonic morphemes (Slobi4 1985). An exarnple
ofsemantic transparency during interlanguage development may be found in Zobl's (1982)
discussion oftlre acquisition ofEnglish articles by an Ll Chinese speaker, a carr, of zero
contrast, i.e., in which the Ll does not have a structure analogous to the target. The Ll
Chinese speaker is forced by the zero contrast to ernploy a basic developrnental form. The
data reveal that the leamer selects a deictic form to be used in the context of the definite
article. Zobl (1982, p. 178) argues that
[t]he use of deictic forms as an initial approximation to the definite article represents
an extension ofthe developmental continuum.... One can say tbal zero contrast
obliges the Chinese child to begin the continuum with a more basic developrnental
structure. This means that the semantic motivation on the form is more transparent.
4 It should be notoq trou,ever, ths! on the b63is offDdingr ofbrain inaging studieq some cognitivc scicNrti$ as$tde dre opposit€. That
is, lhe d€fruli hnauase processing node is oonsidcrod to be Fimrrily slmtac{ic ilr nrt!rc.
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while both deictic forms and t}e definite article contain the fealwe definite Q'yons
1975), the deictic forms retain rnore transparently the pointing function to an entity in
a reference situatiorl6
Tbrough repeated instances of segrnentation or gramrnaticization on the basis of
perceptual salience or semantic transparency, together with other cognitive principles of
storage,mapping,andanalysis,leamersgraduallyintemalizethetargetstructureofthe
input into the developing language system (see Slobin' 1985 for details)'
Assumingsuchachunking-and.segmentationcognitiveprocessingtheoryforSLA"
VanPatten and colleagues have developed a model ofprocessing instruction which
includes a pedagogical intervention designed to influence L2 leamers' processing of input
such that it more readily and efficiently becorres intake. In particular, processing
instruction aims to make salient to L2 learners those aspects ofthe input whic[ as notd
above, are hardest or least natural to pay attention to' Figure 4 shows the processing
instruction model.
Figure 4
Processing Instruction (adapted ftom VanPatten, I 995)
input 
- 
intake 3 developing system + output
ft
processing mechanisms
processing instruction
The best known among the studies in this series atterpt to modiS Ll English leamers'
tendency to segment L2 Spanish speech input according to rigid Engtsh SVO word order
rather than according to the actual features ofthe Spanish input (VanPatten & Cadierno,
1993; VanPatten & sana 1995; and VanPatten & oikkenoq 1996). IJVhereas sorFtimes
this processing strategy is adequate because spanish word order can match English word
order, at other tirnes, since Spanish word order is quite flexible, and subjects can be
omitted by virtue of its rich morphology, the strategy forms a processing barrief insofar as
it results in apperceiving the wrong meaning. For exarrple, Ll English leamers of L2
Spanish tend to process the first noun or pronoun encountered in the lnput as tte subject
of the utterance. As can be seen in the exanrples below, the morpholdgical cues to
5 An cxccption lo this \rould be metalinguistic Proo€ssitrg ofdt€ady'scquired L2 lnowl€dgp.
6 Zobl (citing Lyons, I 969, p. 279) also go€s on to nore dnt Englisb, French .nd SFtish r.ticl€s have evolv€d hisoricdly ftom
demonsative pmmuns.
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meaning differences (e.g., pronoun case, presence or absence ofprepositions, and verb
number marking) are not perceptually salient in Spanisb"
A. Te busca el seftor vs.
OBJ V ST]BJ
2nd-sing 3rd-sing 3rd-sing
Pronoun V D,et +N
"The man is looking for you."
A. Le llama el sefior. vs.
OBJ V SUBJ
2nd-sing 3rd-sing 3rd-sing
Pronoun V Det +N
"He is calling the man."
Tu buscas al sefior.
SUBJ V OBJ
2nd-sing 2nd-sing 3rd-sing
Pronoun V hep+Det+N
'You are looking for the man."
El llama al seflor .
SIJBJ V OBJ
2nd-sing 2nd-sing 3rd-sing
Pronoun V PretrrDet+N
'The man is caling hirnlrer."
B.
By informing them ofthe flexibility of spanish word order and oftheir own natural
tendency to process language according to their nativeJaqguage,s rigid word order,
processing instruction makes these differences explicit to L2 learners and then provides
numerous opportunities for structured input processing practice during whicb, tpically,
s€ntences containing morphological clues such as those in examples A ard B must be
matched to pictures according to the known reality ofthe situation. Despite some
methodological difficulties in individual studies (DeKeyser & Sokalski, 1996), overa[ the
research to date indicates that processing instruction frcilitates interlanguage change in the
direction ofthe TL, as measured by both comprehension and production nrcasures (see
VanPatten & Candiemo, 1993; VanPatten & Sana 1995; and VanPatten & Oikkenorl
1996 for details).
Perhaps the best known ofthe initial processing-for-languageJearning proposals is
Krashen's t + ,l hypothesis, one among five hypotheses comprising his Monitor Theory of
SLA (IkasherL 1982). According to this hypothesis, SLA occurs ifand only ifan L2
leamer needs to process input that is currently beyond his or her current level of
processing ability and, somehow extralinguisically, this slightly-too-difrcult input
becomes comprehensible. Afthough intuitively appealing and consistent with the intake
and processing instruction constructs just discussed the I + / hypothesis has beenjudged
to be unfalsifiable given that there are no specific proposals for the mental representation
ofi (the cunent interlanguage processing level) nor for determining i + 1 (the next level
up in terms ofprocessing difrcuhy) (Gregg, 1984; Ioup, 1984; and, for a reply, Ikashen,
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lgg4). Furthermore, no cognitive mechanisms for the conversion ofcomprehended i + I
input into IL mental representation are proposed. And finaly' the overemphasis on
meaningfi and extralinguistic contexts overstates the value of simplified input in solving
the problem ofthe acquisition of formal features of language (White' 1987).
Inherent in all three ofthe above notions ofprocessing for language leaming is an
assumption that the learner is somehow utilizing the input such that the input details which
are processible becorne integrated into the IL systern To make any progress in our
understanding ofSld however, any cognitive theory ofsuch processes is in need of far
greater specification. For instance, whereas intake processes aI€ dependent upon the
quality of the input vis i vis the leamer's IL ability, other integrative cogritive
macroprocesses, such as analvsis, rnaDping, and restructuring (see 2 in Figure 3)' are
thought to be automatic in the sense that they are continually in opelation regardless ofthe
fluctuations ofthe quality ofthe input in the linguistic envhonment'
Little is known about these invisible, mysterious cognitive macroprocesses'
Nonetheless, there are a number of important theoretical proposals conceming the nature
of analysis, mapping, and restructuring. According to Bialystok (1994, p' 561) who has
been developing her theoretical model ofSLA for two decades,
Analysis is the process by which linguistic and conceptual representations
become more explicit, more structured, and more accessible to inspection'
Analysis proceeds on implicit unstructured representations and converts them
to an increasingly explicit forrn This process uncovers the basic categories of
knowledge and is sirnilar to what Bowerman (1987) calls 'bff-line" change' It
is the means by which cognitive processes are responsible for altering mental
concepts of grammar in the absence ofany ongoing input or correction'
Mapping is a key component of analysis. For Ll learning, Slobin (1985) has
hypothesized that children engage in mapping basic cognitive notions onto a fxed set of
phonological forms, which they extract frorn the input. For instance, children consistently
interpret the higlrlights of scenes around them as prototypically involving agents, actions,
objects, patients, figures, gtound, etc. Three examples ofthis are (a) the manipulative
activity scene (Agent/Object), (b) the object transfer scene (Figure/Gl'ound)' and (c) the
object placement scene (Figure/Ground) (Slobin, 1985). In the prototypical manipulative
activity scene through which the child acquires the grammatical notions oftransitivity and
causality, the Agent (usually the child using his own hands) and the Object (the physical
object manipulated by the child) are cognitively salient. The object-salient scenes both
involve Figure and Ground and enable the child to acquire semantic notions like locatiott'
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path directio& etc. The basic figure-ground scere has been described as follows:
- The Figure is a MOVING or conceptually MOVEABLE object whose site pattl
or orientation is conceived as a variable the particular value of which is the salient
issue.
- The Ground is a reference object (itsefhaving a stalionary setting within a
r€ference frarne) with respect to which the Figure's site, patb, or orientation
receives characterization (Talmy, 1983, as cited in Slobin, 1985, p. I178)
Slobin assumes that the scene information that is stored during input processing has to be
stored in zuch a way that permits mapping of extracted phonological forms and salient
scene highlights. What ensures the napping of forms to meaning and grammatical
functions is the support of the physical context, as can be seen in the following exanrples:
l. That's good. Give the ball to Mommy. (fuent/Object; transitivity)
2. Looh the ball is rolling away! (Object placement; location)
3. Look, the ball is rolling to Momny! (Object transfer; location)
In support sfrhis propossl, a study comparing the processing ofevent representations
during interaction in ftmjliar vs. unfrmiliar events denronstrated via lexical and
grammatical measures that language acquisition is ficilitated only by familiar events
(Farrar, Friend, & Forbes, 1993). Similarly, Barton and Tornasello (1991) have slnwn
that actions that are jointly attended to by mother and chil4 as measured by eye gaze,
influence the order ofacquisition ofthe verb types involved.
Although Slobin's proposals for rnapping and storage cognitive operating principles are
conrplex (and not without their critics; see Bowennan, 1987), several are stroum in Figure
5 to illustrate the (as yet theoretical) rnapping construct. Whether these particular
formulations ofthe mapping rnacroprocess can be considered valid need not concem us
excessively here. Uderlying this account of mapping is an assunrption that language
learners are predisposed to systematization This systematization involves an expectation
for meaning and function and that these should be mapped in some organized frshion onto
forrs. This view is generally held by cogrutive SLA researchers, with the caveat, of
course, that adults are not developing tbe bulk ofthe cognitive notions
contemporaneously with foms-fimction-nreaning mapping as are children
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Figure 5
Cognitive MappirY Principles (based on Slobin 1985, qryendix)
OP(MAPPNG): CONTENT WORDS AND ROUTINES
Lookforprototypicatac,tiYitiesandinteraclions(predisposition).Assumethatallwordsareconterrt
words, holophrases, or interactional routines. Continually try to assign new strings to content wods'
OP(MAPPING): DICTIONARY
Store the meaning in conjunction with sqne represcntation ofthe context in which the item was
encountefed.
OP(MAPPING): FUNCTIONS
Map the leftover bit to an accessible grammaticizable notion that is related to tie nearest referential
words.
OP(MAPPING): EXTENSION
When you figure something out' try to map it to all msrnbers ofthat word class'
OP(MAPPING): AIFFIX-CHECKING
Do not add an affix to a word that already appears to have one'
OP(MAPPING)
If you dis€ovq that a form express€s two closely related but dislinguishable notions' us€ a ilable meaos
in your language to mark the two notions distinctly'
OP(MAPPING); ANATYTIC FORM
Ifyou disc.ver that a crrnplex notion can be expressed by a singlg unit8ry forrn (synthetic) or by a
combination ofseveral separate forms (Analysis)' prefer the ana$ic fcm'
OP(MAPPING): VARIABLE WORD oRDER
lfyou find more than one word order for a claus€ type, attempt to find a distind fimction for each order'
Perhaps the most cogent discussion of operating principles for SLA is formd in
Andersen's (1989) cognitive-interactionist theory of sLA, in which he discusses tlle
processesofmapping(asoneofthecompositeofprocessesinvolvedin.hativization)
and restructuring (which he calls "denativization") in an attempt to explain variation in
SLA.Andersendividesasetof12cognitiveoperatingprinciplesforsLAintotwo
groups: ,,Basic psycholinguistic processes ofperception and storage," and "Additional
principles," which have the fust set as prerequisites (s€e Figure 6)'
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Figure 6
l2 Cognitive Operating hirciples in SLtl (adaptedfrom Andersea 1989, pp. 5U56)
Basic psycholinguistic processes of perception and storage
l. Attention (somds): store any perc€ptu.lly sali€nt str€rches ofspeech (Slobin 19g5, p.I165).
2. Att€ntion (stress): Pay att€iltion to stressed syllabtes in extractod speech units. Store such
syllables separately and also in relation to the units with which they occur. (slobin 19g5, p.
I166).
3. Storage (frequency): Keep nack ofthe fiequency ofoccurrence ofevery unit and patt€rn that you
store (Slobin 1985, p. I166).
4. srorage (units): Daermine whether a n€wly e)dract€d strctch ofspeech seerns to be the same as
c different from anything you have already shed- If it is different, stde it s€parat€ly; if it is the
same, take note ofthis sameness by increasing its fr€quency count by one.
Additional prirciples
5. The one-to-qle principle: An interlanguage systern should be cmstructed in such a way that an
intended underlying meaning is expressed with one clear invariant surfrce fcm (or
construction). (Anders€fi, 1984, p. 79).
6. The multifunctionality principle: 9a) where there is clear widence in the input that moe than
one form marks the meaning corveyed by only one form in the interlanguage, Fy to discover the
distribution and additional meaning (ifany) ofthe new form. (b) Where thoe is evidence in the
input that an interlanguage fmm conveys only one ofthe meanings that the same form has in the
input, try to discov€r the additional m€anings ofthe form in the input.
7. Forrnal determinism: when the fcm:meaning relationship is clearly and unifcmly encoded in
the input, the learner will discover it earlier than other form:meaning relationships and will
incorporate it more consistently withh his interlanguage system.
8. Distributional bias: If both X and Y can occur in the same envirqments A and B, but a bias in
the distribution ofX and Y makes it appear that X only occrns in environment A and y only
occurs in environmenl B, when you acquire X and y, restrict X to environm€nt A and y to
€nvironm€nt B.
9. Relwance: OP @ositiur): relevance. If two or more funstors apply to a cmt€nt lvor4 try to
place them so that the more relevant the meaning of I ftnctd is to the meaning of the cmtent
work, the closer it is placed to th€ content word. If you find that a Notion is marked in sevsal
places, at first mark it only in the positi@ closesl to the relevant cont€rt word. (Slobin 19g5, p.
1255).
10. Constitu€nt struchre: (a) When a new form is incorporated into your intedanguage syst€m, place
it within the existing constituent stnrcture ofthat systern.
I I . Transfer to some\r,here: A grammatical form of strucfure will gccur consistently and to a
significant extent in the interlanguage as a r€sult ofhansfer ifand only if(l) natural
acquisitional principles are consistent with th€ Ll structure e (2) there already exists within the
L2 input lhe potential for (mis)generalization from the input to produce the same form or
sbucture. firthermore in such transf€r preference is given in the resulting int€danguage to free,
invariang fimctionally simple morphemes which are congruent with the Ll and L2 (or there is
l-
L
l-
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oongruence betrreen the Ll and natural acquisitional process€s) and [to] morphemes [which]
occur frequently in the Ll and/or theL2. (Andersen, 1983, p. 182).
12. Relexification: When you cannot perceive the structural pattern used by the language you are
tying to acquire, use your native language structure with lexical items for the second language.
Andersen's approach was to adopt those of Slobin's operating principles which clear$
provided insight into problems of SLA and then to postulate additional principles based on
his own analysis ofL2 data.l The case for the explanatory value ofthese twelve principles
is made througtr examination of the well-documented developmental sequence forL2
negation, in which learners progress from sentence external negation" through pre-verbal
negation, finally arriving at the targetlike, arnlyzed system for negation ofmain and
auxiliary verbs (cazden,cancino, Rosansky, & schumanru 1975; Schumanru 1978).
Andersen demonstrates clearly how the details of the sequence can be explained on the
basis of cognitive processing and mapping (see AnderserU 1989 for an extended
discussion).
In their discussion of the complexity of mapping that is inherent in focus on fornL
Doughty and Williams recognize that the termmeaning which is often equated only with
its lexical component, in fact, subsumes lexical" s€mantic and pragmatic meaning (see also
Celce-Murctu 1992;Larsen-Freeman, 1995). To be more precise, Doughty and Williams
note that focus on form includesprms, meaning andfunction (or use), and, following
Larsen-Freerum (1995), they illustrate the mapping involved in acquiring the fomn,
meaning and function of the passive (see Figure 7), noting in particular that both meaning
and function mapping elements are often overlooked in instruction.
7 endersen o<plicitly rejects 6e criticisms lweled by a number of rpsearclrers agains Slobin's operating plinciples as being a case of
dpowing th€ baby out with the bath water: "My position on this criticism is ftat ratlrcr $an rcjectlng tne Ops (with nothing comparable to
replace them;, rrc should work with thern as they ar€ and improve on tlrern with furfrer research. More ilFrtant, horvever, it is quie
possible-I would say probablo-trat the difrculties ficed in testing some of the operating principles as wfll as the intemclatcdncs of
certain ofthe principles with each other are the result of the complexity of language and human cognitioq hot necessarily a wcakms in the
operating principles themselves ofthe theoretical framework" (p. 6l ). 
I
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Figure 7
Forms-Meaning-Furrtion Mappingfor English (bughty & Mllian*, 1998c, pp. 244-245).
A. The bilt was paid by the cornpany.
B. The wallet was stolen.
C. The data were collected and analyzed.
D. Spare toilet pap€r is stored here.
E. A mistake vNos made.
Forms
[M-theme] [Aux + Past Participle of Transitive Verb (tb' + M-Agent])
Meaning
The events (the ac'tion expressed in the verb); the eirtities (the lexical meaning ofnogns); and the
s€rnantic relations (Agent; Therne)
Funcrion
Use when: theme is the topic (A B); agent is rrnknorm (D), ageot is unimptrtant (C); rrant to corceal
the ag€nt (E).
Doughty and williams suggest that the degree of effectiveness (especially ov€r th€ long
term) offocus on fonn, as rneasured by successful mapping hading to anabrsis, uftimately
depends on the level of integrarion ofthe learner's attention to all three aspects of form,
rneaning, and firnction in the target language, ahhough this dependence may be nediated
in some ways by individual differences (see Sawyer & Rant4 in press)
whereas the mapping coryonent of analysis is continual and cumulative, the cognitive
macroprocess of restructuring is a more insiglrtful phase in analysis in which some aspect of
knowledge suddenly becomes more efficient in mental repres€ntation Abstract exarnptes of
restructuring in the psycholinguistic literature tend to be more mathematical rhan liryuisti., 5r1
nonetheless serve to illustrate the construct (see cheng, 1986). For instance, given current
knowledge ofthe operation ofaddition, when &ced with the problem of determining the total ofa
pair of twos, it is perfectly adequate to add ttre two numbers together. However, when ficed with
a pile ofpennieg one might discover the principle ofcounting by even numbers, which subsurps
increases oftwo (2, a, 6, 8), thereby restructuring the totaling procedure according to '\is aqy
knowledge of the principle of even numbers. Finally, when tirnes tables are committed to
rnemory, and the principle of muhiplication is understood, the most efficient way to total a large
number ofpairs of things would be to retrieve the memorized formula (2 X 10 = 20).
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In his most recent vetsion ofACT theory (ACT-*), Anderson discusses the difference
between declarative rules and procedural rules---{r what are nor called production rules--
providing another example, this tfune more language-based, ofthe plocess ofrestructuring. In this
work, subjects are given examples ofregular relationships and then are asked to solve problems
involving this relationship (Andersoq FincharL & Douglass, 1997). Each time a problem occurs,
a subject has an opportunity to codify abstractly the relationship in the form ofan initial coding
whic[ according to Anderson et al., is declarative knowledge. An example (based on Anderson
et al.,1997, p. 933) of such a declarative encoding wouldbe
Example: Skydiving was practiced on Saturdry at 5 p.m. and Monday at 4 p.m.
Declarative
Rule: "The second day is 2 days later and I hour earlier than the first."
After about fifty such examples, reaction times in problem solving show a directional asymmetry,
which Anderso4 et al. interpret as evidence ofproceduralization (ol what Anderson, 1982 called
compilation), a process that results in a more efficient production rules as follows:
Production
Rule: IF the question is about skydiving,
and the second day is D2 and the second hour is H2,
and Dl is two days before D2,
and Hl is one hour after tD,
TIIEN the first day is Dl and the fust hour is H1
Inspired by Anderson's ACT theory of leaming, DeKeyser (1997) desigted a
computer-mediated investigation ofthe learning ofan artificial language, AutopractarL
(developed to instantiate testable language rules), in which it was demonstrated that
"learning ofsecond language grammar rules can proceed in very muph the same way that
leaming in other cognitive domains from geometry to cornputer prograrnrning, has been
shown to take place." The evidence for this is found in examining the learning curves (as
measwed by reaction times at each expedmental session) of subjects who participated in
15 sessions of instruction on four grammar rules and 32 vocabulary items. Resuhs
showed a dramatic decrease in reaction times between sessions one and two, followed by
a continuing, very gradual reduction in reaction time. DeKeyser argues that this reflects,
in the ftst instance, qualitative restructuring in which declarative knowledge becomes
procedural knowledge and then, in the second insance, gradual automatization ofthe now
restructued, procedural knowledge as a consequence ofrepeated ptactice. The latter
I
8 Allhough the poduction rule appears to be more comple! it is more rcadity ond sutomatic{lly loc€ss-l€ dudog probl€m sotving; as
evidenc€d by frster reacrion tim€s rnd e|nerging a.symmetry ofthe rule.
l-
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change is a quantitative one within the same knowledge conponents. (See also,
DeKeyser, in press).
Leaving aside the proceduralization rnodel for learning, another example of what is
meant by the mysterious proeess of restructuring can be found by taking up, once agak\
Zobl's(1982) discussion of the effects of zso contrast on language transfer. To this, we
can add the concept of congruence between the Ll andL2 and inspect the stages ofthe
development of L2 English definite articles:
1. All learners go through a stage of absence of articles.
2. When the Ll matches theL2 (congruerrce), the category of article emerges
quickly, but the competence is usually variable. When the Ll does not match the
L2 (zao contrast), there will be adeW inttp flrprgence oftho category (and
sometirnes there is emergence of a more basic fonn, as discussed earlier in the case
of Chinese Ll learners of English L2). Once emerged, cornpetence is also variable
for the zero contrast learners.
3. After the category has emerged, ifthere is congruence, it is not usual for adelay in
restructuring to occur at this point, where restructuring refers to the sorting out of
the variable competence in the category to match the details ofL2 rather than the
hypothesis of the Ll. For example, Spanish Ll learners of English L2 quickly
overgeneralize the definite article to all prenominal contexts, even to the
nontargetlike abstrapt and generic corrtexts: this seems to delay restruptuhg. No
such restructuring delay is experienced by learners whose Ll does not match the
L2. Once they have noticed the category, albeit late, they may be in a better
position to notice the distributional details and, hence, restructurs and rmve to
targetlike use faster than learners with Ll-L2 congruence.
4. Afrer restructuring, competence is less variable and more targetlike for both
congruent wtd zrr.o contrast learners.
Although fascinatrng, firther discussion ofthe "off-line- changes that occur inmental
representation--for present pu{poses, in interlanguage development-is beyord the scope
of this popero particularly given the still nrore or less theoretical status of this aspect of
cognitive developrnent (but see Karmillof-Snttb,1992 for detailed proposals). For
present pu{poses, it should be sufficient to note that mapping, analysis, and restructuring
appear to be both continually in operation and not subject to conscious reflection,
although once the insigh has occurred, the knowledge itself may become increasingly
available for metalinguistic comment (Bialystolq 1994). Both ofthese observationso
however tentative, may need to be taken account of in pedagogical considerations.
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Miooprocessesing andfocus on fomt Still other processes, such as selective
attention, cognitive comparison, and focus on forrn occur on a rnoment-to-moment basis,
are dependent upon current processing conditions, and may be more accessible to
conscious awareness, though obtaining reports thereof is notoriously difrcult (see
Jourdenais, 1998; in press). Whereas the cognitive macroprocesses discussed in the
previous section are relatively automatic and inaccessible, mornent-to-moment
microprocessing, on the other hand, may be open to influence, for instance bry a
pedagogical intervention such as focus on forrn Focus on fornL (in this case, but not
necessarily, a pedagogical intervention by the L2 teacher), appears in the box at the center
ofFigure 3 with the cognitive correlate of"cognitive intrusion" (Harley 1984). This term
emphasizes that directing or attracting learner attention to formal features oflanguage is
potentially an intrusion on ordinary cognitive processing, which may or may not be
advantageous, depending upon degree of intrusiveness or congruence with the processing
underway @oughty & Williams, 1998c). We will retum to this issrle later in a discussion
ofhow to determine optinral language processing intervention points.
As noted briefly earlier, ftom the four defnitions of focus on folrn tfrut were examined
at the outset ofthis paper, it is quite evident that the cognitive microprocess of selective
attention is the key cognitive correlate in leamer focus on forrn A clear understanding of
attention and its relationship to language encoding is fundamental to any discussion ofthe
cognitive underpinnings offocus on form (see Schmidt, in press). The c€ntrality of
attention is also claimed by some for all aspects of second language acquisition (SLA).
Schmidt, for exanrple, holds the strongest version ofthe claim that attention is central
(Schmidt, 1992, 1993,1994, 1995, in press). Schmidt's Noticing Hypothesis states
essentially that "teamers neea to pay attention to
order to learn" (Schmidt, in press). For some fifteen years no% this crucial process of
noticing details and differences has been referred to as noticing the gap (Schmidt & Frota
1986; Swain, 1995), and by this is meant that learners must notice the difierence between
what they themselves can or have said (or even what they know they cannot say) and what
it is that more competent speakers ofthe target language say instead to convey the same
intention under the sanp social conditions.
For it to be cognitively possible for leamers to notice gaps, they must have suffcient
and coordinated working and long-term memory resonrces to enabh the cognitive
comparison of, on the one hand, their own interlanguage utterance or, on the other, a
propositional message that could not be formulated into a speech plan for an utterance due
to insufficient interlanguage knowledge, with the relevant data available from the
contingent utterances oftheir more competent interlocutors. In other words, in the case
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ofa nontargetlike utterance, the leamer would have to compare TL and IL differences
(i.e., noticing misnratches), and in the cas€ of an incomplete uttefance, the leamer would
have to notice the additional linguistic nrateriat in the TL utterance which might have boen
relevant to the speech plan (i.e, noticing holes). The ability to make such a comparison
suggests (a) tlat there is some continual relationship or connection between slrcrt term-
memory and long-term rnermry as we have aheady seen in Figure I and (b) that working
memory can hold more than the notorious seven bits of inforrnation (Miller' 1956)'
In fact, as already noted in the discussion of Figur€ 2, recent studies ofmemory
suggest that working memory is frr more complex and integrated than held by earlier
conceptualizations (see Broadbent, 1984 for the earlier view, and Cowan, 199n2, 1993 for
the updated view; see also Sbiftin" 1993 for a short comrnentary). Whereas earlier views
depicted slnrt-term memory as "either ( I ) the s€t of repres€ntations &om long-term
mernory currently in a state ofheightened activation OR (2) the focus ofattention or tlre
content ofawareness," a more coherent view, according to Cowan (1993) would be to say
that working memory involves both currently activated portioos of long-term memory and
attentional focus, arranged in a hierarchical frshioq with the focus of attention being a
subset ofthe activated portion of long-term rnemory (Cowaru 1993, p. 162)' In surl
Cowan (1988) suggests tlrat working memory is tlre sum of all activated information.
Another definition tlnt Cowan offers is "the temporary state of rrnory representation
that would allow these representations to have a priming effect on subsequent stimuli"
(Cowan, 1988, p. 165). Numerous psycholinguistic experiments demonstrating priming
efiects are evidence of the relationstrip between long-term rremory and its activation in the
short-term store. For example, in lexical priming studies, the mean tirne to recogrrize two
items that bave appeared in an experiment is positively related to how many times either of
the pair has earlier appeared in another. These studies show that, at the very least,
previously attended items stay active in slrort term nrcrnory in some capacity for a wbile
after they leave awareness. A stronger claim rnade by Cowan on the hsis of the lexical
priming studies is that recently attended iters may even be reactivatable from long'term
menrory. For present purposes, this kind ofheightened activation ofpreviously attended
input items suggests an irnportant cognitive resource for focus on fonn and task
sequerrcing. If learners have just been attending to input that has already been identified as
relevant to their language learning needs, the L2 teacher may take advantage ofthe frct
that these items may be especially amenable to pedagogical intervention in this heightened
state ofactivatioq particularly ifthe learner microprocessing involved is cognitive
comparison.
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Another important and potentially rerevant psycholinguisic finding concerning the
nature of working nremory is that the length ofretention ofencoded input in both the
percephral storc and the short-term memory store rnay be longer than originally thougtrt.
whereas it had previousry been held that a subject can recall (i.e., hold in short term
memory) about as many items of a particular type as can be pronounced in two seconds(known as the speech rate effect; see Baddeley et at. rg7s),more recent studies have
shown that subjects can retain materiar in memory up to 20 seconds in each phase (see
Figure 2, phases I and II) by utilizing cognitive processes ofrehearsar and rapid searching
through activated long-term memory resources (cowarL 1993). Evidence for the lafter is
found in studies showing that the length ofmernory span and speech.rate effect are greatry
affected ifthe items used in the experiment are arready known words. Taken together,
findings such as these are suggestive ofthe rengrh ofduration ofwhat Doughty and
williams (1998c) have called the cognitive window for provision of focus on form. This
may be as long as 40 seconds, ifthe reamer is abre to rehearse rnateriar in tlre perceptual
store and if already-stored interlanguage knowledge is engaged. In sunr, this briefreview
of studies has shown that the earlier conceptueri?ation of short-term memory involved an
unfortunate separation between mechanisms ofstorage and mechanisms ofprocessing.
Theoretically, as cowan (1992) claims, "short-term memory serves as the interface
between everything we know and everything we perceive or do.,' lvlaking connections
between the known and the unknown eventually leads to knowledge restructuring.
consequently, the aim of focus on form shourd be facilitating the making of zuch
connections.
DETERMINING OPTIMAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
INTERVENTION POINTS
The Pedagogical Recommendations
Ideally, focus on form should come at cognitively opportune timos, i.e., when the
intervention can somehow be seamless with processing for language learning, rather than
at overtly intrusive moments. This notion has been expressed in gederal ways in
pedagogical discussions offocus on form (Long & Robinsorl 1998, pp. 2l-26). Drawing
upon this work, Doughty (1997) cites three criteria which must be rhet ifa pertagogisal
intervention is to be considered rmobtrusive: (a) the primary focus is on meaning; (b) the
focus-on-form targets arise incidentally; and (c) leamer attention is tlrawn to forms brriefly
(and perhaps overtly). An overarching pedagogical recommendatiofr in all the above
proposals is that focus on form should be carried out in response to leamers'needs. This
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is a two-fold proposition involving currioular leamer needs assessrrnt 
(for instance' to
facilitate the identification of target tasks in task-based tanguage 
teaching-see Long'
1998) and a contemporaneous, classroom discourse-based or other diagnostic analysis 
of
L2 leaming problems. The latter learner-needs-as-a'starting-point 
recommendation is
meanttocontrastwithrnoreformaland/orsyntheticapproachestolanguageteachingthat
are hsed upon notions of linguistic complexity (Long' l99l' l99S)' Instead' leamers'
needs are defined globally in terms of long-term developmental needs' often 
refened to as
the"leamer'sintemalsyllabus"(Corder,1967;Lightbowrulgg2'1998)and/orintermsof
short-term task-related or communicative rreds (Long, 1998). The overall
recommendation stresses the futility of attempting a pedagogical intervention 
for which
the leamer is not ready or for which the tearrret has no putpose. Beyond this, 
however, it
remainsforcognitiveSLAtbeoryandresearchtodeterminethecognitivelyoptimal
intervention points for focus on forrn
Assuming the efficiency of addressing developmntal and communicative$ relevant L2
leamers' needs, cognitively opportune rnonpnts can be identified somewhat more
precisely by examining four somewhat rnore specific focus-on-form recomrnendations 
thaJ
have been proposed (Long & Robinsoru 1998' pp' 22'25):
l. Focus on form "draws learners' attention to misnsrches between input and
output."
2. Focus on form should take place at "a crucial site for language development"' for
example during "interaction between leamers and npre proficient speakers or
certain tYPes of texts."
3.Focusonformshoulduse.ledagogicaldevices''thatareappropriateforleamers.
4. Focus on form must be "tinred appropriately'"
with the exception of much useful consideration of tle rote of attention in focus on form
(Schmidt, 1992; in press; Tonrlin & Villa 1994), the rernaining pedagogical
recomnendatiom have not been elaborated sufEciently in cognitive SLA terms'
Accordingly,inthefollowingsectioqbuildingupontheforegoingdiscussionofrrrmory,
mappins, analysis, and restructuring, we will examine focus on form during processing for
language leaming in considerably more detail.
C ogn itive Procas ing Cone rns
Taken together, the focus-on-form pedagogical recommendations seem to raise at least
the following three cogrritive processing concems:
1. The noticing issze.. Do learners have the cognitive resources to notice the gap?
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2. The intenaption issue: Is a pedagogical intervention that does not intemrpt the
leamer's own processing for language leaming even possible?
f . The timing issuer If so, then precisely '1rhea" in cognitive terms, should the
pedagogical intervention occur?
The discussion will now turn to a psycholinguistic research-based consideration of each of
these issues, using the cognitive correlates to focus on form established in Figure 3 as the
point of departure.
The noticing issua Do learners have the cognitive resources to notice the gap? To
address the noticing issue, it is necessary to draw upon the cognitive constructs of
attention, selective attention (noticing), short-term memory cognitive comparisoq and
mapping. Focus-on-form pedagogy recommends drawing leamers' attention to
mismatches. From the leamer's perspective, this implies that such mismatches are
noticeable (Swaiq 1995; Schmidt, 1990,1992, in press; Schmidt & Frot4 1986), which
implies, in turrL that the learner can hold a representation ofthe output utterance
(leamer's own or interlocutor's), as well as keep the relevant input utterance in rnemory.
This begs the question ofwhether learners simultaneously (or at least within a specified
cognitive window) can pay attention to input and output during speech processing. Based
on cunent conceptualization ofl2 leamer short-term memory capacity, there are at least
three possibilities for how this kind of cognitive comparison could work:
l. Representations ofthe input and output utterances are held in short term rnemory
and compared there;
2. Only a deeper (semantic) representation ofthe already-processed utterance is held
in long-term memory but it leaves useable traces in the short term memory against
which new utterances may be corryared; and
3. The memory ofthe utterance passes to the long-term rnemory but readily can be
reactivated ifthere is any suspicion by the language processor that there is a
mismatch between stored knowledge and incoming linguistic evidence.
All ttree ofthese proposals involve the language processor accordirrg special status to
speech input that has recently occurred in the discourse. Therefor!, evidence for a
cognilive preference for re-utilizing recent speech would provide a lstrong underpinning
for focus-on-form pedagogy aimed at helping leamers notice the gap. Such evidence is
found in three different kinds ofresearch: conversational analysis of adult-adult and child-
adult discourse, examination ofnaturally occurring speech errors, dnd controlled
psycholinguistic experirnentation.
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conversational eyidence for the preference for recent speeclr. At the discourse level
a detailed formal conversational analysis by schenkein (19s0, p, 46) has led to the claim
that ..the systematic use ofresources fiom prior talk in cunent talk apparently organizes
the convefsation." schenkein terms thefrc repeating resources ard documents through
analyses often different kinds of conversation that topical' inflectional' structural, and
thematic resources that occur in tlre prior tum are uscd to organize ensuing conversation.
The most frscinating examples ofthese are to be found in a taped conversation between
two bank robbers:
A bard ofthieves had burrowed though the basements ofa hardbag shop
and fast food outlet into the vault ofa Lloyds Bank [to get at private safe
deposit boxes]... All this was especially rennrkable since police had been
notified of the crime while it was in progress. d ham radio operator was
dialing through his rregacycles just before retiring on Saturday night
wlren lrc happened to hear a suspicious rernark about 'sitting on 300
grand.' He had intercepted a walkie-talkie communiqu€ between a rnan
already in the bank vault and another man acting as a lookout on a nearby
rooftop. Wren he reported this suspicious conversation to police he was
regarded as a 'nut case,' and by the time the authenticity ofhis report had
been verified with tape recordings ofthe intercepted conversatiors, it
was too late. With an excellent sense of good timing, the thieves fnished
their work before the authorities located the site oftheir deed'
(Schenkein, 1980, P. 2l)
According to schenkein's analysis, many ofthe repeating resources carry a thQnF over
from one turn to the n€xt, usmg the same discourse speech act (i.e., a conrplaint followed
by complaint). This occurs either within the same speaker's clause, across tums, or even
minutes later. Furthermore, many ofthe repeats'tonduct inflectional and structural
features down through the interactiorU" such that the previous turn provides an automatic
format for the following turns, as can be seen in this example, where each interlocutor is
conrplaining about his respective 'luorking conditions" (A is drilling into safe deposit
boxes and B is the roof-top lookout) (from Schenkein 1980' p. 27):
A: Cor, the noise downstairs, yoa 've got to hear afr witness it to realise how bad it
is.
B: You have got to experienee exactly tln sarne position as rre, mate, to understand
howlfgel.
Here, the speech act that is reiterated is tlre complaint, and the sentence format (ie.'
roughly the italics part in the examples) that is carried forward is something like:
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You've got to do X tenible thing lo understand how Y my situation is.
Evidence from child-directed discozrse. Further evide,'nce for preference for utilizing
earlier topics and language in conversation is found in studies of child-directed discourse,
this tirne with the advantage of supporting a language development model, whereas the
previous prior-utterance preference data have come fiorn the speech ofalready cornp€tent
speakers. A central issue in Ll developrrental research is whether children can make use
ofnegative evidence (defined as inforrnation indicating what is not possible in the adult
language) provided to them during interaction. To determine this, it must be ascertained
whether negative evidence is provided at all and, if it is, whether it is supplied in a reliable
fashion, whether children notice this consistent evidence, and whether child language
development is affected in any way by provision and noticing ofnegative evidence. These
questions, well known in current controversy conceming the role ofnegative evidence in
language learning, are presented in Figrue 8, together with relevant enpirical evidence
(adapted from Doughty, I 994):
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Figure 8
Child Preference for Linguistic Data in Recent Speech (Doughty, 1994)
Do parenls provide negative evidence?
Adults are more likely to:
- recast or request clarificatiott ofchildren's illformed utterances than ofthe well famed
ones (Demetras, Post, & Snow, 1986).
- recast illformed utteranoes with one errc than those with many @ohannot &
Stanowitz, 1988).
- provide "specific contrastive evidence" by giving exemplars (in their recasts) ofthe
correct syntactic form or pronrmciation immediately aft€r the child erq has been
uttered (Bohannon & Stanowica 1988).
- repeat well- than illformed utteranc€s (Demehas, Post, & Snou 1986).
Do children diferentiate feedback types (i.e., ntice negative evi&rce)?
Children show their sensitivity to parental feedback by being mue likely to:
- repeat recasts than to r€peat adult r€petitions (Bohanno{r & Stanowicz, 1988; Fanar,
t992)
- imitate the grammatical morphemes contained in corrective recasts than to imitate the
identical information c.ontained in other discourse categories (all cmstituting positive
evidence) (Farrar, 1992).
Does negalive evidence contribde to child langtage rcqaisitian?
Parental discourse typ€s provide reliable information to the child insofrr as;
- 90% ofadult exact repetitions follow well formed utteranc€s (D€tnetras, Post, K., &
Snoq 1986).
- 100% ofcorrective recasts (those that supply contrastive evidence) follow illformed
child utterances (note that this is by definitiott)
Effects or language acquisition:
- children whose parents repeat after them more often leam hstet (Nelson, Delinger,
Bonvillian, Kaplan, & Baker, 1984)
- par€ntal feedback has been shown to be correlated with child language acquisition of
specific morphemes and syntax @aker & Nelsm, 1984; Farar, 1990)
This cumulative evidenc€ points to a conclusion that parents differentially fne-tune their
feedback to the accuracy of child utterances, that negative evidence in the form of
corrective recasts is reliably associated with ungramrnatical utterances, and that children
notice and use the inforrnation during Ll development. Thus, it may be the case tlat
child-adult discourse, like adult-adult discourse, is psycholinguistically organized by a
cognitive preference for using repeating resources fiom recent speecll
Evidence from naturally occurring speech enors. In study which analyzed natura[y
occurring speech enors, Harley (1984) has also demonstrated that rraterial early in
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convenntions (e.g., speech or concepts) influences subsequent utteranc€s. Concurring
with Schenkeiq Harley clairns that speech errors reveal that "speakers must hold fiirly
concrete representations ofprior discourse throughout conversation which either can be
incorporated into or used to influence the form ofnew productions" (p. 199). In
psycholinguistic terms, this is known as the cognitive process ofpey'seyeration. lMrile
Schenkein's conversational data primarily shows perseveration ofspeech act forms and
syntactic and prosodic features, Flarley's data firther reveal perseveration at the lexical
level, typically as an associate to an earlier concept. These speech errors are categorized
as topic-based, as exemplified in Figure 9:
Figure 9
Topic-Based Errors: Intrusion of Material from Earlier in the Conversation (but not in the utterance being
planned) into the Intended Utterance (thrluy,l98/.)
C: Helping to load books into small barcs.
T: At least lhey'll be good for books.
U: At least they'll be good for boxes.
C: After a spectacular miscue dtring a game ofpool.
T: I haven't a clue what w€nt rrrong there.
U: I have,n't a cue what went wrong th€re.
C: The bterlocutor's previous utterance: "I don't fancy anythingfriedfor breakfast. " He said that as Ie
spoke he was not qt/arc of thinking abo Aiedfood.
T: I just fancy some tea and muesli.
U: I just fancy sone bacon and muesli.
C: Hadjust been discussing literal*e, b* the word read had not been used.
T: I'm going to eat a yoghurt.
U: I'm going to read a yoghurt.
Interestingly, topic-based errors show that propositional content from the prior
discourse can influence the production of subsequent utterances, evgn if the speakers are
not explicitly attending to those items in focal attention This suggests that nrcssage
propositions, in addition to actually uttered prior speecb are available for reactivation and
use in spe€ch planning. Further examples appearing in the category ofcontent-
addressable errors (see Figwe 10) show whole word substitution when the target and the
substitution are in strict or loose semantic association. Clearly, both aheady-encoded
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language and unformulated concepts that are current in thought are activated such that
they affect encoding processes.
Figure l0
Cognitive intrusions (Harley, I 984)
(l) Environmental contaminans: intrusion ofa lexical representation ofsomething in the speaker's
environment into the intended utterance (e.g', word substitution):
C = context; T = targ€t utterance; U = actual utt€rsnce
(a) from another channel
C: Glancing up at "Clmk's" shop while getting out ofcar.
T: Get out ofthe car.
U: Get out ofthe clark.
@) from another spe€ch event
C: Talking about &ess making while interlocutor is switchw ofTT. Awourcer is sqying: "Tle nert
program is 'Bee in rny Bonnel. "
T: why not a plain white dress?
U: Why not a bee?
(2) Cont€nt-addressable emors (i.e., intnrding thoughts): whole wod substitution wh€n the target and the
substitution are in strict or loose semartic association.
C: Talking about swifis
T: They even sleep on the wing
U: They even fly on the wing.
C : Talking aboul moving lo a place wlere the incidence of skin cancer due to suttshirc vas very high
T: Head for the west coast and die ofskin cancer.
U: Head for the west coast and die ofsun cancer.
C: Tatking about a lodger living in a tent in the yard" Reponed tn reason. afier-thought association -
both are made of cawas.
T: You could have a tent up.
U: You could have a flag uP.
C: Speaker reported hwing two crafis, but was thinkng ofthe quil*
T: I tried making sotrl€ parchment last night.
U: I tried making sotrle patchwork last night.
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C: Speaking to afriend wha was soon due to have a cartilage removedftom his knee, which meant that
his knee was not in good shape. Said while ofering to help carry heavy object. No mention of the
surgery in earlier discourse. No mention of thinking of tle vord 'cartw. "
T: You'll need some portage help.
U: You'll need some cartilage help.
C: Talking while looking at a picture of a voman in the newspaper. Subject said he vas thinking about
what le was saying and rat about the photograph
T: They're doing ...
U: She's doing ...
(3) Errors made because ofcompeting speech plans
(a) Word blends
fire./flames -+ flire
shut/locked -+ shlocked
hypothesis/syndrome -+ hydrome
heard/knew -+ /h - schwa - nju
(b) Syntactic blends
T I : It depends where they place their limits.
T2: It does depend where they place their limits
U: It depends where it does place their limits.
Tl: The disease will run its course.
T2: The disease must run its course.
U: The disease will rust its course.
Tl: What are thef
T2: What are thos€?
U: What are they those?
Tl: You feel ever so good when you do work.
T2: One feels ever so good when one do€s work.
U: You feel ever so good when one does work.
(4) Errors due to alternative plans
Tl: I got up at 8:52
T2: I felt fine at 8:52
T3: I woke up feeling fine at 8:52
U: I felt up fine at 8:52
I
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Tl: The sky is blue.
T2: The sun is shining.
U: The sky is shining.
C: Speaker reported thqt the primary targel in Tl was money, but he also thought ofprofrts, which coused
the hesilation
T I : They're really losing money/profits
T2: They've really got problerns
U: They're really losing // problems.
Evidence from psycholinguistic experiments. The third source ofevidence for
speakers' preference for previous utterances is found in a series ofpsycholinguistic
experirn€nts conducted by Levelt and his colleagues which constitute a detailgd, controlled
examination of this preference for words or sentence frames used by a speaker and/or the
interlocutor. Levelt has termed this the cor"respondence effect, arfr desorillf,js it as follows:
"It is as if previous talk sets up a more or less abstract frame in the mind of an
interlocutor, which is then used in the formulation of the next turn (Levelt & Kelter, 1982,
p.79).
A psycholinguistically plausible use for the correspondence efect that Lcvelt and
Kelter propose is that ofkeeping track of co-reference for the correct production and
interpretation of anaphora. Moreover, if speech forrnats sornehow remain activated in
memory, they reason that this generally is more cognitively economical than perpetually
generating speech anew. However, acknowledging that other explanations for the
correspondence effect could include rhetorical style, politeness, and theme maintenance,
Levelt and Kelter have, tbrough a carefully designed series ofexperiments, ruled out any
pragmatic explanation and established the roles in sentence production of slrort-term and
long-term memory in the correspondence effect. This convincing reasoning is
demonstrated in their analyses of results of six experiments, which we will consider in
some detail here.
In the frst experiment, the correspondence effect was simply established under
minimal conditions, as in the case of asking questions in two formats (QFs) incorporating
verbs that can be used with or without prepositions (from the original Dutcll preserving
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Dutch word order):
Semantically and pragmatically equivalent questions:
QFI (+preposition) To whom lets Paul his violin see?
QF2 (-preposition) Whom lets Paul his violin see?
Plausible answers:
Elaborated
Elliptical
To Toos lets he see his violin.
Toos lets he see his violin.
To Toos.
Toos.
In this experiment, subjects look at a picture and are directed to answer the question.
There were four preposition types (to, of, for, on), and for each picture, questions with
and without prepositions are equally natural. The study investigated whether or not
subjects would show a bias for answering questions with the form corresponding to the
question format. Results showed that, for all four preposition types, there was a 73%o
chance ofa prepositional response over a non-prepositional respons when the question
was in the prepositional format. This effect is signficant because such a correspondence is
not obligatory. To determine whether subjects were using a strategy of rnatching the
degree-oflelaboration ofthe question (rather than the conesponderre effect), Levelt and
Kelter checked to see whether longer questions (i.e., those in the prepositional format)
were more likely to elicit answers with main verbs rather than their elliptical counterparts,
which are also conversationally appropriate. According to this measure, there was no
general tendency on the part of subjects to match the degree ofelaboration ofthe
question. Rather, it seemed that subjects preferred to match question and answer formats
exactly.
In the second experiment, Levelt and Kelter distinguished between a possible
politeness strategy (i.e., matching the interlocutor's format merely to show attentiveness
to the question) versus their hypothesized preference for speech in recent memory
activation. The aim ofthis study was to determine whether respondents show a greater
tendency to match the preposition format ofthe question when the questions occur amidst
distracting information. (The conversational analog to this would tle the case of
answering a question when more than one question had been asked). The hypothesis was
that the disracting information could cause a decrease in the corre$pondence efiect
because the answerer would lose the relevant trace ofthe surface form from short-term
memory. Distracting information, therefore, was incorporated intd a second version of the
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pictue-based, question-answer experiment under two conditions-slight, proactive
interference and strong, retroactive interference-as shown here:
Irrelevant Question Relevant Question Picture Answer
Relevant Question Irrelevant Question Picture Answer
The findings showed that, in the slight proactive interference conditiorl the
correspondence effect was signifcantly higher than in the strong retroactive interference
condition; however, under both slight and strong interference conditions, the subjects still
gave corresponding answers to questions at a level higher than would be expected by
chance. Two altemative politeness strategies were ruled out on the basis of examining the
format ofthe answers. F:f:sl a when in doubt, be explicit stategy (where explicitness is
taken to be more polite) was ruled out because there was no tendency for subjects to
answer more often in the more explicit preposition format regardless of the format of the
question. And, as was the case in the first experiment, a degree of elaboration malching
strategy was not in use since subjects, once again, were not more likely to use main verbs
in answers to prepositional format questions. Levelt and Kelter's interpretation of the
findings thus far are that:
This 'baseline' correspondence so far does not seem to serve any
conversational function [e.g., politeness]. It is more like an autonomic process
of copying on the part ofthe answerer, a process which can be [somewhat]
interfered with by adding distracting information to the question. (p. 87)
The third experiment simply attempted to establish the correspondence effegt in vivo
by asking questiorn over the telephone. In Nijmegerl where the research was carried out,
there is corsiderable uncertainty regarding shop closing tirnes on Saturdays; consequently,
ringing up to ask when shops will close is a very natural speech act. The telephone
questions were asked in the two formats, and each with and without strong, retroactive
interfering material (i.e., the "since" clause):
Context: Shops close at all dffirent times on Saturdty afternoon.
QFI: What time does your shop close, (+/-) since I have to come into town
especially, you see?
QF2: At what time does your shop close, (+/-) since I have to come into town
especially, you see?
In this naturalistic experiment, as before, shopkeepers did not use the ltften in doubt, be
explicit siratery in their answers, nor were they more likely to give elaborate (non-
elliptical) answers to the longer, prepositional format questions. And, also as before, the
correspondence effect was replicated in the non-interference condition However, lr vl'vo,
the correspondence effect disappeared under the distraction ofthe since-clause.
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In the fourth and ffih experiments, Levelt and Kelter began to investigate the
cognitive mechanism that might be responsible for the conespondence effect. One
obvious possibility is that somehow speakers can rehearse the format ofthe question in an
articulatory buffer while formulating the answer. Following a well-established technique
(Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), subjects were asked to rehearse an irrelevant six-digit number
while preparing an answer to the question. Under both the interference (rehearsal) and
noninterference (non-rehearsal) conditiorl there were strong correspondence effects (730lo
ar:rd75%, respectively). This finding was unexpectede and so a fifth experiment that
contained considerably more intervening material than six digits was conducted to rule out
the possibility that subjects had retained a verbatim representation ofthe question format
while searching for resources for processing the rest ofthe answer format. For this, they
returned to the design used in Experiment 2. In addition, a measure ofthe subjects'recall
ofthe question forrnat taken at increasingly delayed time intervals (Tl-3) was included to
determine whether subjects could store any sort ofrepresentation ofrecent speech in long-
term memory:
Question 1
Question 2 Picture I Answer I "What was question 1?' (Tl)
Question 3 Picture 2 Answer 2 "What was question 1?' (T2)
Question 4 Picture 3 Answer 3 "What was question l?' (T3)
As was the cas€ in experimeit 2, the correspondence between the form ofthe answer and
the form ofthe question was significant for both the non-interference and the interference
groups, and the effect for the noninterference group wits significantly stronger than for the
interference group. Levelt and Kelter interpret these findings as an indication of the
robustness ofthe conespondence effect: although interleaving successive tria.ls did lower
the probability of a corresponding answer, this was not reduced to chance level. Thus, it
appears that answerers even tend to give corresponding answers when the question's form
has probably been erased from working memory. This suggests the existence ofa
heightened, reactivatable trace in long-term memory.
For the interference group, at all thee time intervals (T1: Q1? ater Qsl,2; T2= Ql?
after Qsl,2,3; T3:Q1? after Qs1,2,3,4), the recall ofthe question format matched the
answer format. Question-answer format matching (short-term memory correspondence
effect, e.g., QlQ2A1) was not better than the question format recall (long-term memory
trace, e.9., "What was Ql after QIQ2A1"). In other words, the degree of correspondence
efiect predicts the format recall. According to Levelt & Kelter, 'thus there was no
9 
,l,tttrougtt p.arpu rhir nnding would not b€ mnsider€d surprisinS now, given Colran's argume ts about the increased sp6n ofwo.ldng
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evidence that the memory trace was any better at the moment of answering than at the
moment ofrecall." For the noninterference (e.g., + "since" clause) group, however, the
degree ofthe correspondence effect does not predict the question format recall. In
particular, the question-answer matching is significantly better than the question format
recall (except at T l, where they are equal). Thus, it appears from these findings that the
interference group established a long-term memory representation to enable a
conesponding answer to the question because the short-term memory was dealing with
the extensive interference material. The non-interference subjects could simply rely upon
the short-term memory fiace to answer the question with a corresponding format. What is
interesting is that clearly, from a focus-on-form perspective, the presence ofextensive
interfering material influenc ed the type of memory that was utilized in language
processing, but did not intemrpt the processing itser. Future work on determining
optimal pedagogical intervention points should aim to tap into the cognitive resource of
heightened, recently activated portions of long-term memory.
The interruption issue. Is a pedagogical intemention that does not interrupt the
learner's own processingfor language learning even possible? Doughty and williams'
(1998a, p. 4) operational <lefinition offocus on form (definition 4) states that "it should be
kept in mind that the firndamental assumption offocus-on-form instruction is that meaning
and use must already be evident to the leamer at the time that attention is drawn to the
linguistic apparatus needed to get the meaning across." As a strong integration positiorl
this could be interpreted to mean that simultaneous processing of meaning, fl[rctioD and
forms is a necessary condition for focus on form (LeemarL et al. 1995) and, hence, that the
attention to form should not interrupt the ongoing and parallel meaning and function
processing. However, since it is known that attentional capacity is limited, this
necessitates asking whether simultaneous processing of forms, meaning, and fimction is
cognitively plausible. In SLA research, ViurPatten ( 1989) has claimed that leamers cannot
attend to forms and meaning simultaneously, however, the operationalization ofattention
in that study-making a hash mark with pencil-may have itself competed for attentional
capaclty. For greater insight into the plausibility of simultaneous processing, it is us€fuIto
tum psycholinguistic speech error analysis and experimentation.
The first source of insight is the analysis of naturally occurring speech errors. Speech
errors reflect an alteration to an intended speech plan that results from sonp extemal or
internal interference on processing. From the point ofview offocus on form as a
pedagogical intervention, I suggest that such alterations could be beneficial ifthey are
made in the direction ofthe target language. In this case, ofcourse, the changed element
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would be different from the element in the learner's speech plan but obviously would not
be considered a speech error. Furthermore, ifthe impetus for the speech-plan alteration
can be identified in native-speaker naturally occurring speech errors, and an rmderstanding
of its cognitive nature ascertained, this could form the basis for developing particular
focus-on-form intervention techniques to be examined experimentally in SLA.
In analyzing the systernaticity ofnaturally occurring speech errors, such as the topic-
based errors already discussed (i.e., in terms ofhow the speech ofprevious discourse
shapes subsequent speech plars), Harley (198a) developed the notion of 'tognitive
intrusions." Cognitive intrusions surface as speech errors, which arise from various
discourse, environmental and processing sources. The method ofanalysis is as follows:
Naturally occurring speech errors are recorded as soon as they are heard. Notes about the
context are made, and the speaker is then consulted concerning (a) intended meaning, (b)
whether or not the slip was noticed during production, and (c) any awareness ofthought
processes that could have been responsible for the cognitive intrusion on the intended
speech plan An example of an environmental cognitive intrusiorl taken from Flarley
(1984, p. 196) is the following:
Context: Moving boxes. A is moving a box labeled "SlO-cooker"
A -+ B: Is that box heavy or slow?
target: Is that box heavy or light?
Cognitive intrusions become elements now incorporated into the utterance that were not
originally in the specification ofthe intended speech In the case ofthe SlO-cooker
example, information read while forruulating the spoken utterance intruded into the speech
plarL resultmg in the substitution ofthe planned adjective 'light' by the read adjective
'slow.' The range and variety of such cognitive intrusions are shown above in Figure 10.
In addition to the speech-plan organizing influence ofprevious discourse in which the
interlocutor participated (akeady shown in Figure 9), there appear to be at least four
additional sources for cognitive intrusions:
l. What Harley calls "environmental contaminants," which reflect the intrusion of
input from another channel, such the intrusion ofthe read word in the example
above or from another speech event as seen in the example in Figure 10, in which
in which the words ofa television announcer are incorporated into the utterance
2. Intruding thoughts or images at the conceptual stagelo such as the (Figue l0)
example in which the speaker said 'sun cancer' instead of 'lkin cancer' or tlre one
in which the speaker, looking at a picture ofa wornarl said'she' instead ofthe
pronoun 'they' which was required by the speech plan
l0 }furley terms tlrese co ntent-aildressable etots-
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3. Competing speech plans, for instancE saying 'schlockedo as a consequence of
retrieving both lexicat items, 'shuto and 'lockedo; and
4. Alternative speech plans, for instance when a speaker says 'The sky is shining'
(Figure l0),
These analyses suggest that hunrans carU and mrnstirrcs do, attend to, internalize, and
use speeclu environnental input, or conceptual information that was not originally
formulated in their own speech plan in thpir utterance. Naturally occurring speech emors
also seem to provide evidence that attention can be attracted to something in the
environment without intemrption of the speech plan. Those kinds of intruding elements
rnay or may not be relevant to the conversation at hand and, often, are not something the
speaker was fully aware of, A mechanism proposed to explain cognitive intrusion into
speech planning is roving attention (Garrett, 1980, cited in Harley, 1984; Garrett, 1984).
Roving attention is susceptible to influence from stimuli and cognition that are outside of
focal attention. Noting that such a mechanism is unsatisfactory on its own because
cognitive intrusions, as revealed in naturally occurring speech errors are relatively rare,
Harley proposes that environmental contaminants are only able to attrapt roving atterrtion
and thus to intrude inlo speech when there is some sort of conjunction between roving
attention and sufficient facilitators, "such that the intrusion can occur in an utterance
where there will be a minimum of [processing] disturbance." Furthermore, the ability of
roving attention to intrude must decay over time unless there are suitable frpilitators
available (otherwise there would be a far greater number of speech errors). Thus, the
relationship of facilitation of attraction between roving attention and intruding elements is
crucial to the ability to process inforrnation outside of immediate focal attention
In examining the data Harley discusses two cases: that where the intruding stimulus is
already in phonological form such as in previous speech and that when the stimulus is a
visual concept or a written word. The latter is difficult to elplair-the only offering thus
far is that there are other cognitive systems responsible for processing environmental
input, and they must have access to the lexicon and be able to prime selection from it:
Environmental contamination appears to involve competition between elements, and
bears some resemblance to attentional dyslexia and the Stroop effect in that competing
representations somehow combine inthe speech streanr" (Harley, 1984)
In the data shown in Figure 10, the facilitation needed to attract roving attention to the
stimulus was either phonological" or semantic, or a combination ofthe two. To
demonstrate that phonological frcilitation occurs, Harley shows that the probability of a
speech error occruring is greater ifthe target word and the intrusion or substitution are
phonologically similar, as nrcasured by sharing the first consonant in the stressed syllable,
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by having an equal number ofsyllables with identical stress patterrl or by some
combination of the two. However, for all three measures in the data, the probability of
phonological facilitatior; as defined in this way, occlxring by chance is still very low.
Subsequently, the additive contribution of semantic facilitation was demonstrated by
analyzing the distribution of speech errors due to both strict and loose semantic
associations between targets and substitutions. Strict semantic similarity, involves any one
ofthree relationships: antonymy (e.g., dry-wet), coordinates (e.g., east-west) and
hypemym-hyponym pairs (e.g., dog-poodle). Loose semantic similarity is revealed in
synonyms or close associates (e.g., determination-dedication). Overall" the evidence
shows that there are more whole-word substitutions in which the target and substitutions
are related than could be expected by chance alone. However, it is still not entirely clear
what the precise source offacilitation is, since nany errors involving both semantically and
phonologically related elements also occur. In sumrnary, cognitive intrusions on the
curent utterance appear to be the result ofa combination ofone or more among the
following envionrnental and thought 'contaminants,' aided by the artraction ofroving
attention to phonological and/or semantic facilitation
l. lrrelevant material fiom the environment.
2. Especially prominent words in the preceding conversation.
3. Competing goals that blend.
4. Intemally verbalized thought.
5. Competing message plans that blend.
6. Loose semantic relations, associatior4 encyclopedic knowledge.
The critical point here is that what appear to be intrusions could also be considered to be
momentary expansions ofthe limitations on attentional capacity. In focus-on-form terms,
such cognitive intrusions would be welcome if the "intruding" element were cleverly
introduced by the teacher to attract any available leamer roving attention. Ofcourse,
future investigation ofthis would have to take into account the integral role of
phonological and s€rmntic fucilitation in attracting attention.
A second source of insight into the intemrption issue concems the nature of speech
plan formulation and the planning units therein. The architecture ofthe overall production
systern is generally agreed upon in the field ofpsycholinguistics. Fot example, in the case
offormulating an utterance, as shown in Figure I l, accessing words in speech to produce
words or utterances is generally agreed to involve two stages (this figure represents the
formulator portion oflevelt's overall speech processing model shov',n in its entirety in
Figure 2):tt
I I Thi" t,"rut gu roo" modol is cornmon to all modern views oflexical acc€ss.
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$tage I - lcnna acc€$i: sobctbn ofthe appropriato bmma fiom the nrmal lexicon
(Irvch, 1989).
Stage 2 - phonohgical ac,c€ss: pbonohgical wodlag ofthat item, tbat is, tbe
coryuatbn of the phonotic plao br thc it€m to bc ugcd in thc conf*t ofthE
uttcrarcG, ie., tbe lnrme (Kerycn A Huiibcrs' 1983).
Figure ll
Icxtcal Access in Speech Pro&ntton (fun Leveh, 1991, p. a)
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At present, it is undisputed that mapping must take place between a conceptual
representation and a word's phonological form and that pragmatic, semantic, syntactic,
and phonological information all contribute to this mapping. Nevertheless, difrcult
questions conceming the time-course of this mapping process remain @ell &
O'Seaghdh4 l99l; Meyer, l99l):
- When are the various types of linguistic information used?
- Is their use in each stage organized into temporally distinct phases?
- Or, do the various types of ffirmation exert their influence throughout the
process of mapping &om meaning to sound (i.e., formulation and articulation)?
- What are the planning units?
- How are representations planned and constructed?
At present, there is a debate concerning the extent to which the two stages ofcognitive
processing are encapsulated (i.e., automatic and modular or discrete). A controversial
question is whether phonological encoding can affect lexical selection and vice versa.
From a focus-on-form point ofview, automatic and encapsulated processes would be
impossible to intrude uporl and any attempts to do so perhaps would have the undesirable
consequence ofintemrpting ongoing leamer processing or shifting it over to focus on
forms.
The encapsulation debate centers on whether semantic ffirmation is segregated from
phonological informatioq with semantic information being accessed and used at an earlier
stage of lexical access than phonological information. There are two major hypotheses in
this debate: the modular two-step hypothesis and the interactive two-step hypothesis (Dell
& O'Seaghdha, 1991):
Hl The modular, two-step - Stages I & 2 are non-overlapping and operate on
different inputs. Semantic (but not phonological) inforrnation is active up to point
of lemma access, and the reverse is true during phonological access hypothesis
(Butterwortll 1989; Levelt et al., l99l; Schriefers et aL, 1990).
H2 The interactive, two-step hypothesis - Activation is predominantly semantic during
lemma access, and activation is predominantly phonological during phonological
access, however there is some activation ofphonological information during
lemma access and some activation of semantic inforrnation during phonological
access. This interactive view is implemented in a connectionist spreading
activation network (Dell 1986; Dell & O'Seaghdha, 1991, 1993).
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According to Levelt (1991, p. 5) and the modular hypothesis, lexical selection proceeds as
follows:
I. Input to the formulator is a npssage cast in propositional language ofthought
representing a speech act.
2. Grammatical encoding retrieves matching lexical items from the rnental lexicon and
delivers a surhce structure as output, which is a hiemrchical organization of
synlactic phrases rrade up oflemnns.
Lemrnas are semantically ad $yntacticaly specified, but as yet unspecifed for phonetic
forrn The syntactic specifcation involves category and subcategorization informatio4 a.s
well as the way in which grammatical subcategory functions of the lcmrna are rupped
onto the conceptual argurrnts in the lemma'e semantic description (e.g., thematic role
assignments). The following is an example of a lemm4 e.g', for the French wotd, tuer,
meaning to kill (deBot,1996, p. 539):
Lemma Tuer
Conceptual specification: CAUSE (X CDIE" Y))
Conceptual arguments: (X,Y)
Syntactic category: V
Grammatical flrnctions: (SUBJ, DO)
Lexical pointer: 245
Diacritic paranreters: tense, aspect, mood, persoq number, pitch accent
The semantic (i.e., conceptual) specification is the set ofconceptual conditions whose
fulfillnent in the nressage is a necessary requirement for lemma retrieval. According to
Levelt (1989), lexical selection then drives grarnmatical encoding and is more or less
autornatic. The units ofplanning are the lernnas themselveg which are activated when
semantic conditions are met in the message. In their turru lemmas call syntactic
procedures that correspond to their syntactic specifications, for insance, verbs call the VP
procedure (e.g., the bmma for tuer abve) and nouns call the NP procedure. In Levelt's
words,
Grarnmatical encoding is somewhat like solving a set of simultaneous equations,
simultaneously realizing the appropriate thematic role assignments for all lernrnas
retrieved. (Levelt, 1991, p. 5)
Similarly, in step 3,
3. phonological encoding, a word's ultimate shape is generated each time it is
uttered.
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In other words, the phonological information is not stored in the lemma. Although it
seems inefficient to pull apart speech in this way, the process is apparently necessary in the
production ofconnected sp€ech (Levelt, 1989). The unit ofplanning at the phonological
level is the phonological word a unit that is metrical, not lexical, and is based on
syllabification and stress (Leveh, 1991). To use Leveh's (1991, pp. l0-ll) example, the
utterance 'Black Bear gave it to him' contains two phonological words:, BlackBear
gavitim. The phonological encoding results in a corrpound noun plus a head verb with
two cliticized nouns.
The lexical access pnocess is not quite as simple as it might seeng however, since
lemmas can become available at different tines depending upon the speaker's unfolding of
the message. Furthermore, some closed-class iterns are not conceptually driven but rather
grammatical encoding drives lexical selection in these cases (e.g., the relative pronoun
'that' is called by tlre RC procedure). However, some do have semantic content (gender,
definiteness), and must also match the corrcept (except in cases syntactically driven by
agreement).
While in agreement tbat ledcal access is a two-stage process that is predominantly
semantic in the first stage and mainly phonological in the second stage, the interaction
model in hypotlesis 2 allows for influence between and within the two levels. The
interactive model is represented in the spreading activation network shown in Figure 12.
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The model utilizes the same processing units found in Levelt's production model but
these are organized into a network, which allows for a bi-directional spread ofactivation
between units at adjacent levels. The steps in lexical access in spreading activation
account are as follows (Dell & O'Seaghdha 1991, p. 295):
l. The semantic units ofthe concept-to-be-lexicalized receive extemal inputs.
2. Activation spreads in an unconstrained frshion tluoughout the network.
3. The most highly activated word unit is selected. In the case of sentence
productiorl selection entails the linkage ofthis unit to the developing syntactic
frame for the sentence ... and is followed by post-selection inhibition ofother units
(activation = 0).
4. When the word is ready for phonological encoding, it is given a triggering jolt of
activation. For multi-word utterances, which require advance planning, the timing
of this extemal signal is controlled by the syntactic frame slot (the lemma) that the
unit is linked to.
5. Activation continues to spread, but because ofthe extra activation ofthe selected
word unit the appropriate phonological units at the adjacent level become
signifi cantly activated.
6. The most active phonological units are selected and linked to slots in a constructed
phonological word-shape frame, a data structure analogous to a Entactic fiame.
In comparisoq the lexical access and modular models are similar, differing primarily in
positions taken regarding the interaction or lack thereofbetween lexical selection and
phonological encoding: Levelt envisions the various stages oflexical retrieval and
phonological encoding as largely encapzulated or modular, whereas Dell and Reich (1981)
claim that speech error work, such as that ofHarley (1984) (see Figures 9 & l0) shows
that errors of lexical selection and ofphonological encoding are not indep€ndent. For
instance, there is an observed lexical bias effect-that is, errors in phonological encoding
more often result in real words than in non-words. According to Dell and Reiclu only
forward and backward spreading activation can account for this.
Priming and interference techniques are used to study the encapsulation debate (also
referred to as the discreteness question or the question ofmodulariry in ledcal access). In
the standard interference paradigm researchers superirnpose an interfering word on a
picture to be named, however, a common variation of this procedurp involves naming
pictures in the presence ofan auditorily pres€nted interfering word. Several conditions of
interfering words are included in the design to examine all possible (non)interactions of
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phonological and semantic encoding processes, as shown here:
sernantic cat-dog (pictwe-interfering word)
phonological fog-dog
unrelated roof-dog
silence no interference
Priming studies have employed one ofa number ofvariations ofthe basic paradigm to
investigate the tine-course of semantic and phonological encoding during lexical access.
In work by Schriefers et aI. (1990), subjects named pictures in the presence of
semantically or phonologically related spoken words, or in a variety ofcontrol conditions.
To examine the time-course of semantic and phonological access, the relative onsets of
pictures and words were varied such that the word onset preceded the picture by 150 ms,
coincided with it, or lagged it by 150 ms:
PICTURE
Word onset
Word onset
Word onset
150 ms 150 ms
The findings revealed evidence of semantic interference (relative to unrelated controls)
when the words preceded the pictures, but not in the two later word presentation
conditions. In contrast, there was evidence of frcilitation for phonologically relate.d words
relative to the control for the two later word onset conditions, but no effect when the
word onset precede the picture. These findings are taken to support convincingly a
distinction between phases. | 2
Levelt et al. (1991) further investigated the tinp-course of semantic and phonological
encoding using a diferent, but related procedure. As before, the primary task was to
name pictures ofconcrete objects. On one-third ofthe trials, word or non-word targets
were interjected between the picture viewing and the naming task. The subjects were
required to make a lexical decision. Levelt et al. tested the same conditions as did
Schriefers et al.-umelated, semantically related, phonologically related spoken wolds.-
and they added a mediated condition (e.g., target = phonological neighbor: Picture =
l2 To exploin the finding offrcililation in plEnologicol encodin& it was sugg€sfed that rclrt€d *ords in this sdy sharEd initisl s€gments
wilh the names re$rltitrg in liltle time for the car|fictitrg lrtei sogments to int€rftr€.
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sheep, decision word : goal: the sernantic relative of sheep is goat which is a phonological
neighbor of the decision word). This design is shown here:
213 trlprls
l/3 trials
View picture Name picture
View picture See word &
(short, medium make lexical decision
& long delay
73 I 373 /673 ms)
Name picture
Interactive spreading activation accounts predict that a priming effect should be observed
for both the mediated and directly phonologically related targets, whereas finding
phonological activation only in the direct condition would be compatible with Levelt et
al.'s modular account in which phonological activation is confined to a discrete stage and
is restricted to selected lemmas. Levelt et al. report consistent inhibitory effects of both
semantic and phonological relatedness at the short stimulus onset asynchronies (delays).
At the long delay, they found only evidence ofthe phonological activation.r3 The absence
of a semantic effect is taken as indicative of no semantic activation late in the process of
producing single word utterance.
In their discussion of this work, Dell and O'Seaghdha point out that the findings of
these studies converge on three phenomena to be explained:
l. Early semantic activation without phonological activation.
2. Absence of mediated semantic -phonologicat priming.
3. Presence of phonological priming in the absence of late semantic priming.
Schriefers et al. (1990) and Levelt et al. (1991) argue for the discrete, modular, two-step
account of lexical access. However, looking at the same data, Dell and O'Seaghdha argue
that it is compatible with the interactive spreadmg activation view, whictr, for thern, is the
account to be preferred because it can also handle speech errors, while the modular
account cannot do so. To determine the status of semantic-phonological priming, Dell
13 These ,esult. contrast with those of Schrieftn et al in two ways: l. There is no point in which only a semantic eftct was observed
(target always lagged pic{ures); 2. the late phomlogical effoct was inhibitory rather than ficilitatory. In a third Sudy, O'Seaghdha & Dell
I 991 used a paradign in which subj€cts see two words and prepare to say one of them. The,y pres a button when they are ready: on 2/3
trials thery namc the prepared wo;r1|, and on l/3 th€y name a targst. Their findings confirm the same inhlbitory effaot at the long delay.
O'Seaghdha & Dell explain the results by pointing to competition betrileen the discrepant segments ofthe prepored word and target, a
situation which they liken to the repeated phoneme effect in phonological speech errors. Any similarity between the production plans of
activated words increases the chance that contrasting segrnenr will move from one word to another. fius, the contsasting elements tend to
slip into the plan.
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and O'SeagMha rnodeH spreading activation under tlre folbwing conditions:
Cat intended word
Dog semantically related
Mot phonologically related
Rot semantically ard phonologically related (mked word)
Log related only through rnedhtion of the sermntic relative (mediated word)
After ten cycles, cat received the higlrcst activatioq folbwed by rar. Dog and mat
received interrnediary activation, whereas log, with the snnlbst number of slnred features,
was least activated. Tlrcse results can be *rcwn to be related to distribution of the
natwally occurring speecberror types rep,resetring the sanp coditions'
Ths critical result is that there is approxinmely a tenfoH ditrerence in activation bvels
between the mixed cordition (rar) and the rrcdiated cordition (/og). De[ ad O'Seaghdha
claim that this is because, in the spreading activatbn model the mixed conditbn achieves
convergent, additive activation iom semntic and phomlogical sources, whereas the
rnedixed condition receives divergent activation in which tlre contrihrtions of sernmtfo
and plmnological relatbns are diluted. ln tb mixed case, rat receives rctivation frorn
sernantic and phonological nodes shared with cat. But in the ncdisted case, /og resuhs in
only phonological activation from the rnediating word dog, ard this activation b scaled
down by the rclatively weak activation of the mediator.
Thus, th€ general answer to tlre questbn ofthe tirne-course of senrantic and
phonological encoding seenn to be that the production system appears to be gbbally
modula, but locally interactive (Dell & O'Seaghdh4 l99l). Whib, as has been agued by
Levelt (1989), linguisic rule systens supply external activation to discrete levels ofthe
lexical retwork, this does not rrcan that intemction within the lexical network can be
entirely discormted. Speech errors suggest that interaction in the lexical system allows for
excbange ofaetivation at adjacent levels. Mirtrgling is rrost evidant when activation
sourc€s converge. This account gives the spreading activation model th ability to
account for interactive error effects such as mixed errors This is encouraging for focus
on fon4 given that encapsulation ofencoding would represent an insurmountable
cognitive obstacle to etrective pedagogical intervention seeking to zupply information to
the forms-furrction-meaning rnapping process.
Another irportant question conceming the tinre-course of encoding----one that is also
vital for focus-on-form intervention-is that ofhow frr ahead utterances are planned. Tbe
time-course nratters beconre more conplex when address€d within the context ofsentence
production (lmown as the advance planning question). Tirne-course ofutterance planning
experiments reveal that speakers plan further ahead semantically than phonologically, but
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it is not yet known how fir ahead of articulation on either plane the speech plan goes. It
has been found, however, that the size and nature ofthe sentence fragrnent that speakers
encode phonologically before utterance onset do not correspond to syllables or words but
rather to sentence structure (Ferriera l99l). What is not clear is whether this sentence
structure encompasses a syntactic unit (e.g., a lemma) or a prosodic unit (e.g., a
phono logical word).
Accordingly, the focus of interest in studies ofutterance planning is the time-course of
the construction of "syntactic" and sublexical representations. This concems the order of
accessing lemmas (L) and phonological forms (P). There are thnee hypotheses conceming
this ordering (Dell & O'Seaghdha l99l):
Hl The lemma buffering hypothesis - Several lernmas are selected before the
corresponding phonological forms are filled in. (Kempen & Huiibers, 1983)
/ tL(t) L(2) L(3\ / P(t) P (2) P (3) / /
H2 The structurally-determined lemma-buffering hypothesis - As above, bW takes
into account major structural boundaries:
/ / L(r) L(2) / P(l) P(2) / t L(3) / P(3)t /
FB The word-by word hypothesis - As above, proceeds but word by word:
// L(l) pl) //L(2)p(2) ltL(3)p(3)t/
Speech error data provide the evidence for lemma buffering and shows that, in general the
extent ofadvance planning at the syntactic level exceeds the extent ofplanning at the
phonological level. Furthermore, lemmas within a clause may be simultaneously
processed, but those in separate clauses typically are not. Most psycholinguists make a
distinction between initial activation of lemmas due to conceptual activation and eventual
insertion of lernmas into syntactic tree. Whereas the clause is likely the domain of advance
planning at the syntactic level, the extent ofthe domain ofphonological plarming is not yet
known. However, there are three hypotheses conceming phonological planning, afthough
there is not enough evidence to distinguish among these (Dell & O'Seaghdha 1991, pp.
305-306):
Hl The word-by-word lryporlesis - Only the word about to be uttered and the
following word are prepared, regardless ofthe structure ofthe sentence. This
view has the advantage of simplicity and it may be all that is need in order to
accommodate phonological and phonetic rules. Only forms of adjacent words
need be known to get proper phonological form ofa word (Levelt, 1989).
H2 The sytoctic-structure I'typotheses - Words are phonologichlly planned in
accordance with syntactic units. Given that phonological advance planning should
be less extensive than syntactic, the most common proposal has been that
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phonological forms are retrieved in subclausal chunks corresponding to major
syntactic phrases.
H3 The prosodic-structure hypothesis - Phonological words are concatenated to form
phonological phrases which are, prototypically, a content word an any preceding
fimction words. One or more phonological phrases may then constitute an
intonational phrase, a level of analysis over which intonational contours are
computed. For the most part, however, prosodic units such as phonological
phrases correspond to syntactic phrases.
Production priming experirnents are enrployed in the Sudy of th€ time-course of multi-
word utterance planning. First, a subject views a display whos€ purpose is to induce the
preparation of an utterance. TherU the subject prepares the utterance. On most trials, the
subject simply produces the prepared utterance, but on critical trials, a target word is
displayed. The subject responds to the target and may or rnay not be required to produce
the prepared utterance before the trial ends. Latency and accuracy ofrcsponse are the
dependent measures. The design is shown here:
View Prepare 2/3 trials: See I and say utterance
Display Utterance 1/3 trials: See & respond to target, tlen see * and say
utterance
The logic is that production plans serve as primes, and the €xtent to which the primes
influerrce responses to related targets assesses the extent and nature ofthe uttelance plans.
The preparation ofutterances is varied by utilizing different display and utterance-planning
conditions, such as:
1. Reiteration - utterance to be prepared can be completely controlled' but may not
be engaging real production process and the display may cause a priming effect.
2. Choice procedure - given two utteraoces to view, but only prepare one to
eliminate effect of display.
3. Construction - given ingredients and are directed to combine thern
4. Pictorial displays - carefully selected and nomrcd pictures get consistent
descriptions. Confomrs better to natural speech production
Dell and O'Seaghdha carried out production experiments using the construction and the
reiteration versions. In the construction experirnent, subjects were to plan active and
passive utterarrces using the basic elements REMOVE (BO)G& COAT) or REMOVE
(BY BO)G& COAT). They pressed a button when ready: on 2/3 of trials tlrey were
instructed to say the sentence, and on U3 oftrials to name target as quickly as possible,
then to say th€ utterance, Talget words tapped into the representation of the logical direct
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object ofthe prepared utterance, e.g., COAT:
- phonologically related - COAL
- semantically related - SHIRT
- utnelated - APPLE
In passives, the critical word is ear$; in actives, it is last. The findings pertaining to the
phonological priming effects show that when the critical word was early (passives) in the
sentence, responses to phonologically related targets were significantly inhibited. In
contrast, when the critical word was late in the sentence (actives), there was a significant
facilitatory effect for phonologically related primes. Dell and O'Seaghdha take this to
mean that there are diferences in the phonological plan for early and late words in an
utterance. In this study, there were no semantic effects. The inhibitory effects found are
indicative ofa state in which the access ofthe phonological form ofthe prinre is complete
or nearly complete. As Dell and O'Seaghdha explaiq similarity-based competition occurs
only when both the initial and the contrasting segment ofthe prime are present. In the
passive conditio4 the phonological planning ofthe second word was quite advanced. In
contrast, the facilitatory efiect in the active conditio4 in which the critical word is last,
reflects a lesser degree ofplanning ofthe word. The contrasting segments are not present
in sufficient str€ngttL and so there is no inhibition. Rather, there is an opportunity for
facilitation by those (similar) segments that are preliminarily activated. In sunr, inhibition
indicates a great deal ofprogress toward a word's phonological forq whereas facilitation
indicates a much lesser degree ofpreparation.
In the second, reiteration experiment, results were essentially the same as in the
previous construction experiment, but there was a semantic effect this time. The semantic
efiect differed in nature, however, ftom the phonological effect in that position had much.
less influence on the amount and direction of sernantic priming than it did with
phonological priming. Dell and O'Seaghdha ( l99l, pp. 310-31 l) claim that 'this is
exactly what one would expect if planning at the lemma level exceeds that at tlre
phonological level." The significant semantic and phonological fac{rtation in the active
condition, where the critical word was late, can be taken as evidence of lemma retrieval.
Phonological access associated with inhibition lags behind lemma retrieval giving
evidence for some kind of lemma buffering. The scope ofthese phonological effects is still
under investigation.
This utterance-planning model can account for many types of speech errors, especially
mixed errors, e.g., start + stop; cat -+ rat. The important point about mixed errors is
that they are much more likely than would be predicted from the independent
contributions ofphonological and semantic similarity. Therefore, mixed errors also
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suggest an intenrctive influence of semantics and phonology in lexical selection during
utterance planning. Dell and O'Seaghdha (1991, pp.3ll-312) interpret tle findings ofthe
foregoing study as follows:
Our conclusions are, for the most part, in agreenrent with ttrc standard view of
production (e.g., Garrett, 1975; kvelt, 1989) in which the production system
distinguishes between form-related and meaning-related processes. The reach of
advance planning appears to be different for rneaning and fonq and rneaning and form
also appear to be separable over the time-course ofthe retrieval ofindividual words.
Though this evidenc€ tens to frvor the idea ofdiscrete stages in production, we
believe that a degree oflocal interaction in the course of lenma and phonological
access is necessary to account for mixed sernantic-phonological speech errors. These
effects can be accounted for entirely by assuming that the phonological and sernantic-
syntactic representations ofwords are connected in a lexical network. That i$ the
interaction is a product of lexical retrieval processes, not of the way tbat syntactic and
phonological rules are represented and used.
In sumnury, speech plan processing is largely modular but there do appear to be snrall
cognitive windows ofopportunity for "intrusions" and interactions among meaning and
forms components during both lexical access and advance planning for utterance
production An intriguing question to raise is the extent to which such opportunities,
heretofore discussed in terms of flrlly mature, native-speaker speech processing, exist and
could be exploited in the case of a leamer's developing speech proc€ssing systen At
present, there exists no SLA research in this domain
The tirtng issue. Precisely "when, " in cognitive terms, should the focus-on-form
pedagogical intervention occurT The timing issue follows on directly from the noticing
and intemrption issues. Whereas Doughty and Williams (1998b) irply in their operational
definition of focus on form that optimal timing results in simultaneously attention to forms,
rneaning, and firnction, there are three other logical (weaker integration position)
possibilities, provided they occur within an appropriate cognitive window:
- Attention to form shortly in advance leamer need arising (DeKeyser, 1998;
Lightbown, 1998).
- Simultaneous attention to forms, meaning, and function (Doughty & Williams,
1998b) at precisely the time when the learner need arises.
- A brief sftrl of attention from meaning and frrnction to forms at precisely the tirne
when the leamer need arises (Long & Robinsoq 1998).
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- Attention to form immediately contingent upon the evident learner need. (Doughty
& Varela, 1998; Ortega & Long, 1997).
The pedagogical components ofthe timing issue have been discussed at length elsewhere
and involve such dilemmas as feasibility of lesson planning if attention to form must occur
only at moments when a previously unidentified need has ariseru or how the teacher is to
assess online whether errors are pervasive and remediable in daily classroom interaction
(Doughty & Williams, 1998c). The matters at hand for present purposes are whether the
recomnended sirn ultaneous processing, or occasional shifts of learners' attention needed
to draw attention to linguistic form briefly during overall processing for meaning are
feasible in cognitive processing terms, as well as whether the more logisitically practicable
advance and contingent focus on form might respectively block or fail to engage important
cognitive microprocesses such as cognitive comparison leading to rnapping.
Focus on form in advance . This view holds that, if attention t o form during nreaning
processing is to be b'rief and unobtrusive, then leamers may need some advance organizers
to assist them in recognizing what to pay attention to. Two cognitirae constructs lend
support to this proposal: expectation and orientation. It is well established that
expectation affects how selective attention is allocated. This interacts with the
observation that, as measured by electrodermal indices ofreacting to changes in stimuli,
orienting to physical traits (e.g., phonological) is automatic but orienting to semantic traits
requires directed attention (Hulstijq 1979). Thus, it appears entirely plausible that some
kind of cognitive preparation for focus on form would facilitate learner noticing of
relevant input.
The critical questioq however, is what should the learner be prepared to expect? Thus
far, the proposals have involved utilizing what arnounts to focus on forms as the advance
preparation for noticing during focus on form. Lightbown (1998), for instance,
recommends briei explicit grammar lessons that would later be recalled during meaningful
processing by extralinguistic means such as hand signals or facial expressions (Schachter,
1981 ). In other words, the forms needed in the communicative endeavor could be brought
into short-term memory as needed, ifthe learner had been alerted in bdvance to the
possibility that these forms might become useful during the communlcative tasks. While it
is clear that the advantage of this approach would be the minimization of processing
intemrptiorl what is not yet demonstrated is whether leamers ever can utilize
metalinguistic information during forms-meaning-function mapping. A similar proposal is
for the solid establishment ofdeclarative knowledge in advance ofits use, a rnajor tenet in
the well-known skill acquisition model, ACT-*, already outlined in the above discussion of
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restructuring (s€e also Anderson, 1982, 1987). In focus-on-form terms, the cognitive
window in which forms, meaning, and furrction can be conpared is envisioned to be frr
greater than is assumed in most models of focus on form (Doughty & Williams, 1998c).
DeKeyser (1998) suggests that earlier criticisms of skill-building models were unwarranted
because they were based on empirical studies which did not allow for the development of
sufficiently elaborated long-term mernory representation ofdeclarative knowledge before
the leamer was expected to be able to begin deploy tbat knowledge procedurally. Whereas
in the snrall-window models of focus on form (e.g., 2 & 3 above) noticing is clairpd to
occur on-line and primarily in short-term m€mory, the effect of established declarative
knowledge would have to involve intemction between the long-tern memory store and the
current processing in short-term rnemory.
In contrast to these views, it remains entirely possible that the optimal advance
preparation for focus on form involves not expectation for and orientation to forms, but
rather expectation for and explicit orientalion to the event structurc ofan upcoming taslg
as is the case in child expectation for and interpretation ofevent scene highlights. L2
leamers could be instructed to pay clos€ attention when they are trying to interpret or
express particular meanings. This kind of task orienting has been shown to affect depth of
processing (Cowaq 1997). Furthermore, orientation to event representation would be in
accordance with Slobin's operating principles. To date, however, both the forms-based
ard the event-structure-based proposals for focus on form remain completely untested in
SLA.
Simultaneous processing offonns, meaning, and function. This timing proposal is
essentially analogous to lhe intemrption issue and, thus, only one point will be reiterated
here. Although this proposal is an entirely new area ofconsideration, and, hence,
somewbat speculative, it appears that, while in the rnain language processing ls htgfily
automatic, there may be some small opportunity for the attraction of attention to forms
during rnessage formulation given that speakers have been shown to do so inadvertently.
Ifthe cognitive mechanism for this is roving attention, then a key issue for focus-on-fonn
pedagogical intervention is t}at ofproviding frcilitation frctors for the attraction ofroving
attention to linguistic forms while the rerminder of selective attention remains engaged in
processing meaning.
Shifts of anentton during processizg. At least one type of study bas demonstrated that
subj€cts can tefiporarily shift a portion oftheir attention away from a prirnary processing
task to atterd to (and notice) other stimuli without compromising ongoing meaningful
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rnacroprocessing. Cross-modal processing studies reveal the complexity ofworking
memory and are indicative ofthe potential for the kind ofsimultaneous attention to forms,
function, and meaning that would embody non-intemrptive processing for language
learning. One such study-a study of syllable processing during whispered reading-
shows that there is considerable memory for input that is not uniquely attended (Cowarl
1993). During these experiments, subjects whisper-readra a novel and occasionally hear
syllables tbrough headphones. Periodically, the subjects are intemrpted and asked to
identify from a list of ten the most recently heard syllable wbich will have occurred either
I , 5 , or I 0 seconds prior to the intemtption. They then write the sentence most recently
read and carry on with reading the novel.' At the end ofthe whole process, they are given
a comprehension test, which they expect throughout the study. Subjects are reasonably
good at identifying the interrupting syllables, although the ability for identification decays
somewhat from 1 to l0 seconds.
The essential finding is that subjects can remembr input that was not at the center of
selective attention. In other words, the not-uniquety-attended input retained some sort of
activated status in short-term mernory, which lasted up to l0 seconds. Even more
fascinating for present purposes, however, was the discovery of small shifts of subjects'
attention and the efiect that this had on recall. These shifts ofattention were revealed
through analyzing the whispered reading in conjunction with the syllable presentation.
Frequently, subjects would pause in their whispering within about one second ofhearing
the target syllable. on such trials, they showe d a20% improvement on recall. This
benefit, like the overall recall ability, decayed over the I to l0 second interva!
nonetheless, the shifts ofattention appeared to enhance performance on syllable
identification without detriment to comprehension. To follow up on this, Cowan
conducted a second experiment in which the subjects were directed to press a button every
time they heard a syllable while doing the same whispered reading tasks. The task was
sornewhat more dernanding, but even so there was still a 60% detection rate. strikingly'
ofthose syllables detected, there was very little forgetting, even after the full 10 seconds.
These findings can be interpreted to suggest that the shifts of attention advocated in focus-
on-form pedagogy may, indeed, have a cognitive basis in the demonstrated ability of
attentional shifting to enhance recall performance.
In her comprehensible output hypothesis, Swain (1995, 1998) claims that leamers need
to shift globally (not just briefly) from what she calls a more semantically oriented kind of
processing that is typical ofcomprehension to a beneficial mode ofsyntactic processing
that is required for production. Her claim essentially is that leamers' own pushed output
14 Sobj""s 
"o ""k"d 
to *4risper to ensure dnt th€y are, in gcl, €ngaged in r€rding.
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can serve as an attention-getting device, which brings to their awareness something that
they need to know. In other words, the requirernents ofutterance formulation forces
learners to analyze the form oftheir utterances in ways that would not be necessary during
comprehension alone. This kind of noticing the gap, swain claims, may be prerequisite to
learning processes such as extending Ll meanings to L2 contexts, extending L2 meanings
to new contexts, and IL system hypothesis forrnation and testing (swain & Lapkfu\ 1995).
Immediately contingent focus on form. pethaps trre most compelling proposal for a
solution to the timing issue involves tapping the powerfirl cognitive resources which
enable leamers to make use ofrecently occurring utterances. The evidence and arguments
for these resoluces were presented in detail in the discussion ofthe noticing issues. Ifthe
verbatirn fornmt ofrecent speech remains activated in memory and available for use in
subsequent utterance formulatiorl this can be taken to be an important cognitive
underpinning for facfitating the opportunity to make cognitive comparisons. with regard
to the timing of the ffirmation to be compared, the most efficient means to promoting
cognitive comparison would seem to be provision immediately contingent recasts.
The fundamental psycholinguistic underpinning ofrecasting is the hypothesized value
ofdrawing leamers' attention to differences in recently produced (especially contmgent)
speech. From the leamer's perspective, this implies simply that mismatches (a) between
his or her own intentions and the linguistic resources available to express them or (b)
between his/her own IL utterance and a contingent TL utterance in the discourse be made
noticeable, since the learner presumably can already hold in memory a representation of
both the output utterance (his or her own or the interlocutor's) and ofthe contrngent
input. Therefore, a key issue to consider is precisely what would make a component ofa
contingent utterance salient enough to be noticed and subsequently used in a cognitive
comparison.
In Ll controversies concerning the contribution ofrecasts to acquisition, there have
been a number of criticisms mainly from the point of view of noticability (cited in saxto&
1997, p. 144):
l. Unwarranted emphasis on adult response CATEGORy rather than response
CONTENT (Saxon, 1993).
2. Adult resporse categories probably too diffcult for the child to identify (Marcus,
1993; Morgan et al., 1995).
3. Adult categories provide only an indeterminate source of informatioq since they
are contingent on both correct and incorrect child utterances (Bowermaq l98g).
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4. The child would have to repeat an utterance a great many times, in order to utilize
the corrective information available in differential response rates (Marcus, 1993).
5. Computation ofa differential respons€ rate is probably beyond the child's
processing capaclty.
6. Adult response categories such as recasts can never reveal the precise locus of
ungrammaticality within a particular child sentence (Pinker, 1989).
Some ofthese criticisms have also been leveled against recasts in the L2 classroorl
Lyster (1998), in discussing the distribution ofrecasts versus rep€titions in immersion
classes, claims that the two discourse types occupy the same discourse context and,
therefore, are confusing to leamers (as evidenced by uptake failure). Doughty (1998) has
argued that, whereas this may be the case in immersion classes, it does not follow logically
that there is not a way to deliver recasts tlat woul4 in fact, be noticeable and useable by
leamers. Doughty and Varela (1998) have documented the effective use ofwhat they
term corrective recasting and have argued that certain features ofthe recasts enabled ESL
leamers to notice that material was being presented to them which they were to utilize in
their own production. Subjects in the recasting conditio4 in comprison with no-recast
controls, improved both in atterpts at th€ recast target (expression ofpast) and in
advancement toward targetlike us€.
Moreover, as Saxton points out, even ifdifferential response categories and response
rates are not the explanation for why children seem to notice parental reformulations [or
leamers the teachers'], two fundamental factors remain which could be explanatory: (a)
the specific linguistic content ofthe individual adult responses and (b) the proximity ofthe
corrective responses to the child enors. Saxton has incorporated ttrcse ftctors into the
direct contrast hypothesis: Is
When the child produces an utterance containing an erroneous fonn, which is
responded to inrmediately with air utterance containing the correct aduh altemative to
the erroneous form (i.e., when negative evidence is supplied), then the child may
perceive the adult form as being in CONTRAST with the equivalent child forrn
Cognizance ofa relevant contrast can then form the basis for perceiving the adult form
as a correct altemative to the child forrn
An example fiom Saxton's (1997, p. 155) data illustrates the immediately contingent
recast (tone = mock argumentation):
Child: Well, I feeled it.
Adult: l felt it.
Child: lfelt it.
15 Saxton bases the DCH on the *ork ofNelson ( I 987) on lh€ rrre €v€nt theory ofcoSnitive comFrison.
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Saxton (1997) demonstrated in an experiment which manipulated the input to children
acquiring irregular past tense forms that the children were able to recover from
overgeneralized hypotheses when given recasts oferrors better than when provided
positive input models in advance oftheir errors. This advantage for recasts over models
has also been found for Ll English learners ofl,2 Spanish adjective placenrnt (Ortega &
Long, 1997). In other words, these studies suggest that child and adult learners do have
the cognitive resources necessary to notice the diference between an old utterance and a
new utterance, particularly where the forms ofthe two utterances af,e similar and the
recast technique offocus on form places them in a contingent relationship, thereby fitting
into what may be a tight window of opportunity for nraking a cognitive comparison.
Doughty (in preparation) also suggests that the information provided to L2 leamers in
recasts should be targeted in a combination ofways. In particular, the leamer needs some
guidance as to what the something is when recognizing that the teaching is seeking
something. In Lyster's classrooms, the leamers seemed, at leas!, to be wondering whether
the teacher is commenting on tlre lengtb the rneaning or the form ofthe utterance. This is
particularly difrcult since the teachers used so rnany discourse nroves, each signaling all of
these things. To remedy this, the reformulation needs to be consistent. In my view, what
Lyster calls the isolated interrogative recast and what Doughty and Varela call conpctive
recasting are good candidates for the provision ofnegative evidence because these
contingent recasts often contain the clear signaling factor ofrising intonation, follow
immediately upon the leamer error, and, by not expanding the utterance too much, provide
a direct contrast of forms.
In immersion classes, anlhing and everything seemed to attract teacher reformulation
Faced with this kind ofdiffirse feedback, it is hardly a wonder that learners beconre
confused. Recasting is most likely to be etrective when it is targeted at only one or a few
features. Furthermore, on the basis ofwork by Pienemann and others, the targeted
features need to be aspects of language for which the leamers are developmentally ready
for pedagogical interventiorL as evidenced by findings ofnumerous effect ofinstruction
studies which have shown tlrat any kind ofpedagogical intervention tlat is too frr in
advance of interlanguage developnrent is ineflective. To target recasts properly, Doughty
and Varela (1998) carried out an interlanguage analysis in the classroom to see what kinds
of leaming problems the students were having. Added to this was a separate conc€m to
be able to test the effect ofrecasting in classroom tasks in which the need for the targeted
form would be very natural and thus like$ to occru frequently. Through this preliminary
analysis, they settled upon expressing past events-real and hypothesized-in the
reporting of science experirnents, already a tequent activity in this science class. Finally,
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and this departs quite a bit from the kinds ofrecasts that Lyster examined, Doughty and
Varela's recasting technique involved an initial attention getting phase tbat, in efiect,
pointed more clearly to the leamer error. As can be seen in this example, the teacher
sometimes repeated the learner's error with a clear signal of rising intonation that there
was a problem with the leamer utterance, a kind ofintonational focus considered to draw
the leamer's attention directly to the problem area:
Context: Jose is reporting on his experirnent
Jose: I think that the worm will go under the soil.
T: I tftit?ft that the worm will go under the soil?
Jose: (no resPonse)
T: I thought thef- flre' wotm would go under the soil'
Jose: I thought that the worm would go under the soil'
The teacher always gave the student an opportunity to try aga[L but ifhe did not repair,
then she would consistently provide the targeted teformulation. In this way, ifthe student
is successfi.rl after being invited to try again after an error has been put into focus, then the
kind of cognitive comparison that he would make would be between his own two attempts
at the utterance. If the student was unable to repair, then the material for the comparison
would be the learner utterance and the teacher reformulation'
In addition to the targeting of the recasts to a small number of leaming problems, in
classrooms it s€ems to be the case that intensive recasting is necessary. The responses to
leamers in Doughty and varela's study were consistently provided to leamers in one of
two ways throughout the treatment phase (i.e., straight recast or repetition plus recast),
and the teacher rarely let a learner enor ofpast ofpast conditional go by without eliciting
a successfrrl repair or providing the recast herself Finally it should be noted that this kind
of consistent, targeted, interxive, and focused recasting was carried out over six weeks'
time in the ESL science class that met daily for about one hour. To conclude, this
examination of studies in and out ofl2 classrooms leads to the observation that recasts
are only ambiguous when they are just one type among many reformulations moves used
by teachers in immersion classes to respond to a wide range oflearner error types. This
by no means provides any justffication for the abandonment ofrecasts as an effective
means to draw leamer attention to form (i.e., a relatively implicit, non-interruptive
provision negative evidence) and certainly does not justify a focus-oh-forms approach
such as negotiation offorrn Rather, given the promising findings from the wide range of
studies showing preference for recent speech in subsequent language processing which all
support the notio n that L2learners have the cognitive resources to notice the gap, it is far
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better to adjust the recasting technique that teachers employ so that leamers will be clear
about what the rnaterial is which they need to be utilizing in these cognitive corryarisons.
CONCLUSION
Afrer noting that much ofthe discussion offocus-on-form issues is often couched
primarily in pedagogical rather than psycholinguistic terms and then raising the need for
establishing the psychological reality ofputative focus-on-form processes, this paper has
presented a working taxonomy ofcognitive correlates to familiar pedegogical notions,
each supported by psycholinguistic studies. The cognitive correlates---concentrating
mainly on memory, attentiorl cognitive comparisor\ mapping, and restructwing_were
utilized in considering the three processing concems of(a) cognitive resources involved in
noticing the gap, (b) the feasibility of non-intemrptive pedagogical interventions, and (c)
the timing of focus on forrq each of which arises from pedagogical recomnrndations. By
examining psycholinguistic models and ernpirical research on menrory and speech
processing, we have seen that the cognitive resources ofl,2 leamers potentially are great.
working memory is longer in duration and more complex in both its connection to long-
term memory resources and its capacity to be attracted to language inpur that is outside of
immediate focal attention. we bave also seen that speech processing, while normally
relatively automatic in operatioq is not entirely encapsulated, hence tlnl speech plans srs
anenable to modificatioq ifthe conditions for cognitive intrusions on utterance planning
are facilitative and non-intemrptive.
Finally, it has been suggested that, although there are sorn€ claims that the size ofthe
cognitive window ofopportunity for pedagogical intervention is even greater tlnn
psycholinguistic studies pointing to a window of something well under one minute, it is
more prudent to assume that one of the most promising kinds of intervention is an
immediate contingent recast, which can easily fit into working nremory along with the
original uttelance to which it is to be compared. Results ofrecasting studies suggest that
such copitive comparison does lead to forms-firnction-meaning nmpping and, hence, can
be considered a successfrrl means to promoting processing for language leaming. An
important caveat must be raised, however. With the exception of the recast studies, the
experimental work discussed in this paper has been carried out with subjects possessing a
mature, flrlly developed, fully functioning speech processing systern It remains for
cognitive SLA research to carry out similar studies to discover whether speech processing
ofa developing L2 system is as robust as are flrlly developed systems in terms ofrnemory
capacity and preferences and ofthe possibility for unintemrpted processing offorms,
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